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AU TIC0LEBS.

REVIEW 0F THEORIES 0F ELECTRICAL ACTION.-

BY PEOFESSOR H. S. UÂRHÂBT.

The physica section af thi associatian congratulates itsîf

because it deale with tapice of the moat lively and general

intereet, not only froni a practical, point of view, but still

more bomi a theoretical one. Even popular intereat in elec-

tuicity-is now well nigh universal. Its applications increase

with such prodigions rapidity that only experts con koop

pace with them. At the saine time the developments in pure

electrical theory are snch as ta astaund the intelligent lay-

man and ta infiame the imagination of the mast profoand
philosopher.

0f the practical applications of electricity it is not noces-

mary ta mpeak. Thoy besr witne* of themmelvos. A million

eloctric lampe nightly make more splendid the illustrions

name of Faraday; amillion messages daily over land and

under sea, serve ta emphasize the value of Joieph Flenry's

contribution ta modern civilization. Blot ont these two

mnimos alone fromn the galaxy Jf stars that shine in tht- physi-

cal firmament, take from the world the benefits of their in-

vestigations, and the civilization of the presont wonld becone-

impossible. The value of the purely scientific work of sucb

mon le attoqtod by the resnlting well-being, comnfort, and

happiness of mankind.
But the mind ean nover refit satisfied with the facto and

applications of a science, however interesting and useful thoy

may be. It feele an inward impulse to link the Locts into s

relatod wholo, ta inquiro inta their causes, ta frame a satisfac-
tory theory of their correlation, and 8o ta build on theni a
truc science. It le, indoed, intoresting toastndy the histoiy

cf any sciontific doctrine and ta trace its developmnent froni

the crudo notions of its earliest stages ta the more refined con-
ceptions of later poriode, comporting indefinitely botter with

the msrvolone pracessos of nature. Such a histary we have
in the viows which have beon held regarding the nature and

action of electricity. The transition froni the gîntinous
effluvium of the sagacioue Robert Boyle ta the magnetic sud

eloctric waves of the presient, traveruing the omnipresont ether
with thé velocity cf light, le nat an easy ans ta make, oven in

Addrem by Prafemmor (Jarhart, Vice-Preaident Sec. B. America
Âmooitlon for the Advanoernent of Science, delivered ut the annual
meting, Toronto, Âugust 28th, 1889.

a period of two hundred yearm. For more than twenty cen-
turies natural philosophera had nothing better than the omis-

sion theory ta account for the attraction exhibited by rubbed

amber and other similar substances. Their notion was that

the rubbîng of the amber caused it ta omit an efflavinni which

retnrned again to its source and carried light bodies baok

with it.
In one respect this fanciful attempt ta oxpiuin electrical

attraction deserves commendation, for it evincos a mental in-

aptitude ta accaunt for physical actions Ilat a distance," or

without smre intermiediate agency. Later philosophers, matis.

lied perhaps too easily with mathematical explanatians fonnd-

ed an the obaorved Iaws of attraction mnd repulsion, and flot;

demanding a medium, did not feol the sme intellectual neoma-

sity of filling the space between bodies acting an one another,

either with emanatians froni those bodies or with an invisible,
imponderable medium, suspected by no meue of man, but re.

quired only tameet a demand of hie highest intelligence. For

when the Newtonian philoaaphy had made sme progresa the

doctrine of unctuous effluvia was given np, and physiciats

acquiesced in the uiiexplained principle of attraction and re-

pulsion as properties of certain bodies communicated ta thora

by the Divine Being, the rnochanism of which they scarcely

atternpted ta explain. IlMany superficial philosophera

thought thoy had given a very good accaunt of electricity, co-
hesion and magnetismn by calling thora particular species of

attraction peculiar ta certain bodies. " *
The discovery by Stephen Grey that "the electrie virtueO

conld b. con veyed along a wire for soveral hundred foot with-
out sensible diminution, and the invention of the Leyden jar
by Kleist, or Cuneus, had the effect of annihilating rnany
mushroomn thoories co'xstructed on the mlirnmest bus of facte.
The latter discovery dieclomod a power in electricity nat pro.

vionsly aspected, and excited the greatoat intoreat in bath
Europe and America. At thus period Franklin tnrned his at-
tention ta the snbject, and 'lspent more tume in diversifying
fanta and lou in refining upan theory" than sme of hi@ Enro-

peau. contemporaries. In fact, hoe telle us that ho was nove?
before engaged in any study that 50 totally engrosmed his at-
tention and lis time. Hils discovery that the twa olectricities
are always oxoited lu equal quantitios, that the charge remides
an the glass and not an the coatings of the Làeyden jar, and
his experimental identification of lightning with frictional
eloctricity oxcited the livelieut intereet abroad, and securod

Priestly'a Hist. of Eleo., vol. ii., p. 18.
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for him the Copley medal of the Royal Society ; while his

theory of positive and negative electricity made a permanent

addition to the nomenclature of the science. His conceit that

a turkey, killed with the discharge of a battery of jars, was
uncoimonly tender eating, a discovery gravely communicated

to the Royal Society by William Watson, is not so well-

known, and does not appear up to the present to have been

verified.
We cannot agree with him, I am sure, when he says "Nor

is it of much importance for us to know the manner in which

Nature executes lier laws ; it is enough if we know the laws

themselves." For the pursuit of the manner in which Nature

executes her laws is the distinguishing characteristic of the

science of the present day. It has led to mobt brilliant dis-
coveries, and bids fair to do more than all other agencies com-
bined to show the intimate and necessary relations existing

between the different branches of physices. We need to be

reninded often that accumulated facts do not constitute a

science ; and that utility is not the highest reward of scien-
tific pursuits. A bit of polished marble plucked from the

ruins of the Roman Palatine Hill is an interesting relic ; but

how much more interesting to reconstruct the palace of Nero
and to see this fluted marble in its proper and designed rela-
tion to the whole, of which it was once a necessary part 1
Science is constructive. Laws are derived from an attentive
consideration of facts ; generalizations group laws under
broader relationships ; and great principles unite all together
into one related, impressive whole.

From the time when the famous Boyle caught sight of a

faint glim mer of electric light to the present, physicists have

been in pursuit of the connection between light and electri-

city. As early as Newton's time, the ether was conceived by
some to be a subtle medium confined to very small distances

froni the surfaces of bodies, and to be the chief agent in all

electrical phenomena. "But," says Priestley,* "the far
greater numuber of philosophers suppose, and with the greatest
probability, that there is a fluid, sui generis,- principally con-
cerned in the business of electricity. They seem, however,
thougli perhaps without reason, entirely to overlook Sir Isaac
Newton's ether ; or if they do not suppose it to be wholly un-

concerned, they allow it only a secondary and subordinate

part to act in this drama." Among the branches of knowledge
that this writer recommends as lkely to be of especial service
in the study of electricity is the doctrine of light and colors.
The invention of the voltaic battery, and Sir Humphrey
Davy's celebrated experiment in producing the electrie are

stimuiilated inquiry in this sane direction. Mrs. Somerville,
Morrichini, and others, sought to produce magnetism by means
of sunlight, but ultimately, as is now known, without success.
Notwithstanding these negative results, Faraday had such a
'strong persuasion derived from philosophical congiderations"
of a direct relation between light and electricity that he re-
sumed the inquiry in a most searching manner, with the happy

result of discovering the rotation of the plane of polarization
of' light by means of magnetism. " Thus is established," lie
says,t "a true, direct relation and dependence between light
and the magnetic and electric forces ; and thus a great addi-
tion j is] made to the facts and considerations which tend to

prove that all natural forces are tied together, and have one
coimuon origin."

It was thus reserved for Faraday to make those discoveries and
to obtain that insight into electric and mnagnetic action which

* llist. of Elec., vol. ii.. p. 22.
† Exip. Researches, 2,221.

were needed by his great disciple and interpreter, Maxwell,
to construct a most marvelous theory of the connection be-

tween these two departments of physical science.
Respecting the failures to obtain magnetism from the direct

action of sunlight, to which allusion has been made, Max-

well says that we should not expect a different result because

the distinction between magnetic north and south is one of

direction merely ; that there is nothing in magnetism indi-

cating such opposition of properties as is seen at the positive

and negative poles of a battery in electrolysis ; that even

right and left-handed circularly polarized light cannot be

considered the analogue of the two poles of a magnet, for

the two polarized rays when combined do not neutralize each

other but produce plane polarized light.
It may be said, however, that if a right-handed circularly

polarized ray produces magnetism in one direction, and a

left-handed ray in the opposite, then the combination of the

two rays may neutralize their magnetic effect, inasmuch as

plane polarized light may have no magnetic influence. Pro-

fessor J. J. Thomson has lately shown mathematically that

a circularly polarized ray does have a magnetic effect, but

that it is so small, even with strong sunlight, as to be much

beyond the limits of experiment ; and Mr. Shelford Bidwell

has produced a bar of iron in such an exquisitely sensitive

magnetic state that magnetic changes are certainly produced

in it by the direct action of light. This he has secured by
rendering the bar more susceptible to magnetic influences in

one direction than the other. We may not, I venture to

affirm, be without hope that magnetism and electric currents

may yet be evoked by the direct agency of sunlight.
Faraday was deeply convinced that space had magnetie

properties, and that the space or medium around a magnet
is as essential as the magnet itself, being a part of the com-
plete magnetic system. To him all magnetic and electric
action took place by contiguous particles along lines of force.

"What that magnetic medium, deprived of all material sub-

stance, may be, I cannot tell," he says,‡ " perhaps the ether."

No donbt existed in Faraday's mind that these lines repre-

sent a state of tension ; but whether that tension is a static

state in the ether, or whether it is dynamic, resembling the

lines of flow of a current between the poles of a battery im-
mersed in a conducting fluid, was uncertain. He inclined,
however, to the latter view. He was thus led to advocate,
though not without hesitation, the physical nature of lines
of force.

Faraday's discoveries and his method of regarding all mag.
netic and electrie actions as propagated through a medium by
means of coutiguous parts have been of the utmost produc-
tiveness. They have revolutionized the science of electricity,
and have been the most potent factors in the genesis of a
theory, including all radiant energy, which has recently re-
ceived such remarkable and conclusive confirmation. His
naine has become almost a household word. His earnest, un-
selfish lire has added unnumbered millions to the world's
wealth. His ideas and words, which have been instruments
in the hands of philosophers, have become the current coin of

the commercial tyro, who talks as glibly about lines of force
and the magnetic circuit as if he really knew something about
them.

Fruitful as Faraday's ideas were they yet awaited a mathe-
matical interpreter for their highest development. A good
Providence sent James Clerk Maxwell, whose brilliant mathe-
matical ability was equaled by his philosophic insight, his

‡ Exp. Researches. 3,277.
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poetic feeling and imagination, his profound sincerity and

bis great sympathy with nature. Here him sing at Aber-

deen

" Alone on a hillside of heather,
I lay with dark thoughts in my mind,

In the midst of the beautiful weather,
I was deaf, I was dumb, I was blind,

I knew not the glories around me,
I counted the world as it seems,

Till a spirit of melody found me,
And taught me in visions and dreams."

"For the sound of a chorus of voices
Came gathering up from below,

And I heard how all Nature rejoices,
And moves with a musical flow.

O strange ! we are lost in delusion,
Our ways and our doings are wrong,

We are drowning in wilful confusion
The notes of that wonderful song."

To appreciate Maxwell's relation to theories of electrical

action, it is desirable to take a retrospect of the views that

have been held regarding its nature. Three periods in the

history of these views may readily be distinguished. The

first was introduced by Dr. Gilbert in 1600, and it lasted for

about 225 years. The little that was known previous to Gil-

bert constitutes only the preface or introluction to the history

proper. Nearly three-fourths of this period was utterly bar-

ren and unfruitful. It knew nothing better than unctuous

effluvia and electric atmospheres. In the latter half of the

period the Newtonian philosophy had become the orthodox

doctrine. The great success attending the mathematical in-

vestigations, founded upon the law of inverse squares, natur-

ally carried with it the acceptance of the underlying hypo-

thesis of "action at a distance." There were not lacking,

indeed, men of deeper philosophic insight who denied this

doctrine, which they looked upon as entirely unphilosophical

and which must utterly bar the way to any inquiry into the

process by which the law is executed. Action at a distance

by attraction or repulsion, varying inversely as the square of

that distance, means an ultimate fact not admitting of further

analysis.
The second period was one of contention. It began not

with the important discovery of current electricity, nor of the

electro-magnet, but with the philosophical methods and con-

cepts of Faraday. The physical postulates of the mathemati-

cal school were entirely alien to the views which he adopted.

"Faradsy, in his mind's eye, saw lines of force traversing all

space where the mathematicians saw centres of force attracting

at a distance ; Faraday saw a medium where they saw nothing

but distance ; Faraday sought the seat of the phenomena in

real actions going on the medium, they were satisfied that

they had found it in a power of action at a distance impressed

on the electric fiuids." * Prior to Faraday the supporters of a

medium to explain electric and magnetic action were always

thrown ont of court for lack of evidence ; Faraday gave them

a legal standing by furnishing the facts and evidence on which

they could well afford to base their case.

The corpuscular theory of light, which had shown such re-

markable vitality, was now in the last stages of a fatal disease,

due to indigestion and lack of assimilation. Foucault finished

it off in 1865 with his crucial experiment to decide upon the

• Maxwell's Eleo. and Mag., p. x.

relative velocity of light in air and water. The undulatory
theory was thus fully established, and the doctrine of radiant
energy in general began to be clearly apprehended. The grand

generalization of the conservation of energy was looming up all

along the horizon of science, as the towers and spires of a great

city appear to rise out of the sea to a traveler approaching the

land. Victory was ready to perch on the banners of an army

contending for the ether doctrine-not a decimated army, but

one constantly augmenting in numbers by deserters from the
enemy. At thisperiod, sixteen years ago, appeared the epoch-

making book of Maxwell on Electricity and Magnetism. Its

author professes only to translate Faraday's ideas into mathe-
matical language ; but he did vastly more than this. He de-

monstrated mathematically that the properties of the medium

required to transmit electro-magnetic action are identical with

those of the luminiferous ether. It would be unphilosophical,
he remarks, to fill all space with a new medium whenever any
new phenomenon is to be explained ; and since two branches

of science had independently suggested a medium requiring

the same properties to account for the same phenomena in

each, the evidence for the existence of a single medium for

both kinds of physical phenomena was thereby greatly

strengthened. The step from identity of the medium to iden-

tity of phenomena, that is, that light itself is an electro-mag-
netic phenomenon, though it may now seem to be a short one,
must nevertheless, upon careful consideration, always be ac-

cepted as evidence of the greatest genius. To walk in Max-

well's footsteps now and take the very steps he took is one

thing, and a comparatively easy one ; but to make original

cxplorations into unknown regions of nature, and to tread

where no human being has ever before set foot is quite another

thing. The electro-magnetic theory of light must be regarded

as a great generalization, inferior only to that greatest one of

all time-the conservation of energy.

The principal criteria upon which Maxwell relie-l for the
confirmation of bis theory may be briefly enumerated :-

1. An electro-magnetic wave or undulation is propagated
through the ether with a velocity equal to the ratio of the
electro-magnetic to the electrostatic unit of quantity. If light
is au electro-magnetic phenomenon its velocity must also be
equal to this same ratio. The very close approximation of the
one to the other, as determined by a variety of methods, has
been known for some time.

2. The specific induetive capacity, K, of any transparent
dielectrio should equal the square of its index of refraction.
The discrepancies at this point are so great that all one can

say in the most favorable case is that K is the most important

terni in the expression for the refractive index, while in other

cases no confirmation whatever can be drawn from this class of

evidence.
3. The magnetic and electric disturbances are both at right

angles to the direction of propagation of the wave and at right

angles to each other. The mathematical form of the disturb-

ance agrees with that which constitutes light in being trans-

verse to the direction of propagation. Further, the electric

disturbance should be perpendicular to the plane of polariza-

tion of plane polarized light.

4. In non-conductors the disturbance should consist of elec-

tric displacements, but in conductors it should give rise both

to electric displacements and electric currents by which the

undulations are absorbed by the medium. Most transparent

bodies, it is true, are good insulators, and all good conductors

are opaque. The degree of opacity is, however, far from being

proportional to the conductivity.
5. But perhaps the most important criterion of all is the one

1'
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veiating te the very elistence itsf of a medium. Such a test

lies in the. ime element involved in transmission from point

to point. Since euergy is tranamitted from a luminous body,

as the source, te another body wiich may absorb it, then

plaiuly if time i. required for tic transmission, the energy

must reside in the medium by whieh the transmission is

eifected during the interval between tie omission and the ab-

sorption. In the emission. theory the ligit corpuscles are the

receptacles cf the energy and carry it witi tiem in their fiight.

According te the undulatory theory the medium filling &Il

space is the receptacle cf the energy and passes it along fromn

point to point by the. action cf contiguons parts.

Foucault's eaxperirmtum crucis proved the emission theory

untenable. Roemer's observation cf the retardation cf the

esoupes cf Jupiter's satellites, when the earti i. moving away

from Jupiter, la, therefore, a confirmation cf the uudulatory

theory cf light and, in consequence, a demonatration cf tii.

existence cf the luminiferous etiier.
At this point the history cf the nature cf electrical action

touches upen tic third period.
The period upon which we have j ust entered may net inap-

propriately be called the. period cf confirmation. Notiiing

further appears te be necessary for the complete demonstration

and establishment cf the electro-maguetic theory cf ligit.

The noteworthy experiments cf Professor Hertz, cf Oarlsruh,
are known to ail. Rigitly conceiving that the reality of elec-

tro-maguetic waves wonld be best eatablished. by the same

experimnta wiiici would aIse establisii tic fundamental iden-

tity cf snoh undulations witii tiiose of llght, ho iiad recourse

to the principle cf resonance or syxnpathetic vibrations for the

detection cf these long-period waves. By a device ne les. re-

mnarkable for its simplicity tian its eifeotiveness ho prodnced

eleotrical oscillations cf such rapidity that the waves in the

surrounding région were short enougi te b. measred. This

he accomplished by attaching to the secondary terminais cf

an induction oeil two rectangular sheeta cf metal eaoh sup-

plied with a short, stout wire, ending in a small bail. The

balla were brougit near each other aud the discharges of the

oeil took place between them. Under tisse conditions the

disciarge i. osoillstory, sud the period may be calculated

by the formula cf Sir William Thomson, published in
1853.'

The r6ceiving apparatus i. aIse cf the simpleat design,
consiating ordinarily cf a cirole cf wire, interrupted at a point
'witii an adj ustable opening, and of suci dimension. that the

wavea pasaing througi the circle may set up electrical oscil-

lations in it, synchronizing witii tics. cf the transmitting
apparatus. The passage cf sparks aeroas the narrow cpening
of the. circle indisates au electrical flow; snd tii. neoeauity of
adjusting the aise cf the circie in order te obtain tus fiow
proves tiat the. forces acting are periodic. The receiving ap-
paratus muet in faot b. tuned se, that the. period cf an elec-
trical oscillation in it shall correspond witii the, external
impulse. absorbed. The intenaity cf the electrio and mag-

netlc disturbancea i. indisated by the relative lengti cf aparks
obtainable.

Equipped with this apparatus, which wss installed in a

large lecture hall, Hertz found net only that his tuned re-

ç eiver responded te the. impulses cf the transmittar in the

preoise manner pointed eut by tieory, but that the sparks
eiowed a series cf maximum and miiiimum values recurring
In periodic order sa the roceiver was carried furthier away fremi

the. source cf the disturbancea. The. atounding fact was tins
bronght eut that tisse electro magnetic waves were refieoted

'Math. snd Phys. Paper., vol. J., p. 540.

fromn the. thick wall of the 'room, and that the combination of

the direct and reflected systeins produced stationary waves with

loops and nodeu that could be traced ont by the responsive

circle of wire. In this manner wave-Iangths were meaaured

down to 60 cms., and the Lime elem4st wua experimentally

detected in the propagation of electrostatlc and electro-dyn-

amic induction. It was demonstrated that the disturbances

producing the waves are at right nglea to the direction of

propagation, as Maxwell predicted, and as interference pheno-

mena show them to b. in light. Hertz ha. also found an

electro-dynamie shadow caut by an iron post ; hie has verified

thi laws of refiection fromi plane and concave metallic refleo-

tors, and has shown that electric waves suifer polarisation and

refraction in a manner exactly analogous to light. Profeseor

Fitzgerald, of Dublin, has added another confirmation of Max-

well's doctrine, demonstrating that the eiectric disturbance in

perpendicular to the plane of polarisation as Maxwell's equa-

tions require. Finally, the velocity of propagation of these

electro-dynamic waves in fQund to be the. same as the velocity

of light. Thns not only have aIl of Maxwell's criteria except

the second abundantiy confir'ned the judgment of the great

physiciat, buý other proofs have been added. Electro-mag-

netic waves are therefore not merely like light, but they ane

light. Or perhaps, to speak more exactly, ail radiant energy

ia transmitted as electro-magnetie waves in the luminifereus

ether. Electrieity has thus annexed the entire domain, of

light and radiant heat ; and, as Professor Lodge says, «"ha»

become a truly imperial realm." The. difference of wave-

length in the three clames of phenomena ià not a funda-

mental one. Increase the rate of the. electrical oscillations a
million-fold in Hertz'. experiments and the waves would not;

nierely resemble light-they wonld b. light. A wire throngh

which such oscillations are surging back and forth would

giow with iight Even the long heat waves wonld b. absent,

and only those producing the sensations of light and coler

would remain.

It will be observed that the oscillations of an electria dia-

charge constitute the point of departure for the admirable

researches of Hertz ; and it is a matter in which. w. ni"

modestiy take a bit of national pride that the firat case of

,iectric oscillations wau discovered by an American physicist.

The oscillatory character of the Leyden jar disoharge wus

demonstrated by Joseph Henry, in 1832, by meana of the

magnetic effecta produued in umal steel needies. It waa not

until 21 years later that Sir William Thomson publishied the

comploe inathematical, theory of snch oscillations. Th.y

have since been obaerved dlreotly by meana of a rotating

mirror. Dr. Oliver Lodge ha. lately shown that they rotate

the plane of polarisation of light in one direction and thon in
the other as they surge baok aud forth. Rie has also reduced

the number of oscillations from several millions per second te

a few hundred by increasing tie capacity aud the self-induc-

tion. The diecharge tien vibrates vithin the limita cf andi-
bility and produces a musical note.

The well-kuown experiment of Henry, in which he observed

an indnction current in a wire stretcied parallel te and dis

taut 80 feet from eue whiolr served to discharge a Leyden jar
is now seen te have been a case of reounance ; that in, the.

absorption of electric waves by a conductor, prodncing cur-

renta therein. And it la an evidence cf the great genine of

Henry, that h. saw, somewhat dimly it may be, but stili

with a certain degre of rational appruhiension, that the in--.

duction was transmitted acroas the intervening space with a

velocity comparable only to tiat cf ligit. Hie had perchance
the. divine touch cf genius necesaary for the great; dtscovery
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ot electiro-magnetic waves eeursing through the ether ; but

the way leading te thia important physical fact had not

then been sufficiently prepared, sud its discovery wus im-
possible.

Waves similar to those from a Leyden jar diseharge, but

of longer period, are sent ont from a *ire conveying alternat-

ing currents. We muaI conceive et sncb a wire net simply as

affeoted internally or even superficially by the electria energy

asurging through it, but as the source (rom which pulsato out-
ward through the limitless ether, great waves of electro-mag-

netic disturbance. For 300 complet. alternations par second,

thes wavee are s million meter@, or over 600 miles in length.

They present a marked contrast with the waves correspond-
ing te the D uines of the spnctrum which are ouly about oe
five-millionth of a milliineter long.

Ihese long waves (romn an alternating current represent

eiergy. Through space it is conveyed with the veloeity of

light, and through other non-conductors or dieleotrics, with a

sinaller velocity, precisely as in the cas of the radiant energy

of light or hat. Henceforth the complet. equation for the

distribution of energy by means of alternating currents must

incînde a terma to express the radiation (rom the circuit. Il

may indeed be found that this terma represents no inconaider-
able part of the energy commanicated te the wire in the case

of very rapid alternations.
f hue we se that the ether plays a magniI4cent role in what

may be called ite dynamie relation t. eleotrie dispiacements.
In ite capacity as a reservoir of static or potential energy its

agency bas been better nnderstood for a considerable period.

When a continuons carrent begins to flow through a closed
circuit a single wave travels ont from the conductor ; and
during its progrese, while the current is approaching ils con-

stant valu-, the enclesing ether is asnming its condition ot

static repose uuder stress. The whole ether, ext.nding inde-

finitely outward trom the conductor, is profoundly modified.

We know how te map ont the cironlar lines of force about it

by means of iron filings; but the iron serves only te show

what has already taken place in the ether before the fllings are

brought into the field. Eivery littîs iron particle becomes a

magnet, with sîl the north-seeking pales stretching in oe

direction round the wire, and ail the south-seeking polos in

the other. What the mechanisma of the stress, or the motion
in the ether t. preduce these effecte, may be we do net know ;
but we do know that these lines ef force are all subject te a

tension lending t. ahorten them, and that they are mutually
repeilant lat.rally. When a carrent is sent through a con.

ductor the ether is expanded in concentric cylindrical layers
about any straight portions of the circuit, and becomes the

reservoir ef patential energy. Aie soon as the current, which

mainlains Ibis stat. of tension, cease te flow, the stretched

ether oilapees upan the eondueter, yielding up its energy in
the form of self-induction. If a steadycurrent lu conceived as
the setting up and breaking down of a statie difference et
patential energy aI infinitesimal intervalIa et time, Ihen the
energy, transmitted may depend upen a similar formation and
decay et the statio stress in the encempassing ether. The

cenductor is but the core of an electro-magnelia disturbance
in the surrounding medium ; and it may b. that the enerm-
ens eDergy which a email copper wire can apparently convey
in in reality transmaitted by the invisible medium.

From Ibis brief review et the theory ef electric action it wil

be quite evident that heuceferth the language applied - t.
electrical phenomena must always include the lunsiniterous

ether as a preminent termi. The experiments ef Hertz have
made il impassible te explain electrical tacts wllhout tgking

this invisible medium inte account. There ie no such. thing
as electrie or magnetic action at a distance. The ether is
always an essential part of that complex system the interao-
tionis of which manifest themselves as electrie or magnetic
phenomena.

As the esr responds to the slow oscillations of an eiectrie

discharge through the intermediate agency of heat, se the

eye of the mind responds te those more rapid oscillations, the
existence of which has been demonstrated by experiment.
No leus clearly does the magnetie field appear as a systema of

lines of stress in the ambient ether. Definitenees has taken

the place of the metaphysical speculations of earlier time.

Complet. ignorance hias, at least, been superseded by hall
knowledge. We may not yet affirm with Edland that the

ether i., electricity, but we are doubtiese nearer a solution of

this old problem than ever before.

"The discord is vanishing elowly,
And melta in the dominant tone.

And they that have heard il can never
Return te confusion again,

Their voices are music torever,
And join in the mystical strain."

ASSAY 0F COÂL.

Those who are proapecting for coal, often have difficulty in

determiniug te what clam their finde belong. The principal
varieties of coal are as tollows :

Anthracite, or liard Coal-Hardneas, 2-2-5; speciflc gravity
=-.132-1-70. Contains volatile matter after drying 3 te 6 per

ceut. Contains carbon 80 to 95 per cent. It has a high
lustre and barns withont flame, as it contains little or ne
bitumen. It is totally devoid of impressions of plants, and i%,
geoloè;ioally speaking, the oldeet of ail kinds of tosil char-
coul, an 1 is regarded as the lust stage of carbonization. It

yicids (roui 1 t., 7 per cent of ash, but 3 per cent may be oalled
the average.

Brown CeaI, or Lignite, mueh of whieh la found in Cali.
fornia, contains from 57 to 70 per cent of carbon, and repre.
sente the firat stage of carbonization, being a coal ef com-
paracively recent formation. It ie composed, of foenil plante
more or lesu mineralized, and when burnt evolves much

amoke and affords a duli flame, generally yielding a large
quantity of ash. Il centaine from 2 te 19 per cent ash.

Caking Coal is a bituminons coal which softeas and be.
comne pasty in the tire, and after the hat has besome con-
tinued for a time, the volatile ingredients are driven off and
a grayieh-black fretted mass is loft. The coke obtained trous
this coal varies from b0 to 85 par Gent.

Non-oaking Coal resembles the above in ils exterui char.

aster, but burnu freely witheut sottening or showing any
appearanoe of incipient fusion.

Cannel Ooal in a bituminons co&u which gen.raily cakes.
It is compact with little or no lustre, and has a duil black or
grayiah-black coler. On distillation it affords, after drying,
40 to 66 par cent of volatile matter. When held in the fuame
of a candie, it easily ignites, buriaing with a steady, brighl
Rame. It is used, extenaively for maring iiluxmnating gang
of which it affords a better quality thon any other spaciec ef
coal.

It in well t. know that no very antensive appeatus is re-
quired te determine înany pointe about saL. Il eu b.

AND THE INDUSTRIAL AIUS.October, 1889.1
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examined and its commercial properties determined by the

blowpipe with great accurscy. Mr. George Attwood (eldest

son of Melville Attwood, of this city), lu bis work on "F rac.

tical Blowpipe Assaying," gives the following niethoda of

determining the character and properties of coal, by means of

the blowpipe :
The assay la divided into five heads:

lst. Thle moisture determination.
Select from the mass of coal to be exsmined a few lumps

representing as nearly as possible the average quality. Crush

theni up in the agate mortar into smail pieces about the size

of s mustard seed.
Wcigh out fiye grains, place in a amaîl porcelain diali, sud

dry at a gentie heat over the spirit-lamp. Hard coals some-

times fly when hested, so it la best to cover the dish with a

watcli glass whule hesting. After about five minutes, remove.

the assay aud weigh ; then repeat the heating and again

weigh. As soon as the weights agree the assay is ready to be

converted into coke. Plattner atates that the percentage of

moisture is lowest in anthracite ; in bituminons coals it lu

usually three to four per cent, seldotu six to seven, and

reaches its maximum in lignite and brown coala, which con-

tain 20 per cent and sometimes more.

2nd. Determination of the coke production.

Take the dried coal and remove to a dlay or platinutu

crucible, and cover with a amaîl roasting dlay diali or plati.

num cup. Place the crucible on a triangle of platinutu wire

on the biowpipe stand under the flame, using aicohol, aud

cover it with a small sheet-iron funnel (the samne that la uaed

in roasting copper ores). The heat is continued until all the

volatile gas lias escaped, when the assay generally will ap.

pear to possess a fused porous appearance, and to have a

metallic lustre.
The coke so made is now removed and weighed. It should

be weighed quickly, as coke absorba moisture from the air

rapidly. The coking takes about 10 minutes, and the crucibie

should not be allowed to get beyond a red heat.

3rd. The estimation of the amount of ash.

After the percentage of the coke lias been determined, re-

move the assay to a amali dlay or platinum capsule, aud,

without usiug a cover, again heat over the lamp-this time

to a bright red color-until ail the carbon has been consumed.

The operation is much facilitated by occasional atirriug the

assay with a piece of platinutu wire, also by applying the

blowpipe flame to the bottotu of the cup when the assay is

nearly finished.
If alcohol cannot be obtaiued, the assay for coke and ash

can be conducted in the charcoal furnace by using the blow-

pipe flame, as ln the copper assay, and if the sl amounts to

more than five per cent, the value of the coal la much dimin-

ished. If the ash presents a brown, red, or gray color, aeaqui-

oxide of iron lias been formed by the oxidation of the pyrites

lu the coal.

4th. Deterimination of the absolute heating power by Ber.

thier's proces.
Take an average sample of the coal and cruali it up to the

finest powder. Weigh out 0-3 grain of the coal dust and mix

it with 12 grains of oxychloride of lead, sud after placing the

mixture lu the crucible, cover it with an additional 12 grains

of oxychloride of lead.
Oxychioride of lead fuses more readily than litharge ; there-

fore, owing to the large quantity of material which must be

brouglit into a state of fusion lu this determination, it la em-

ployed instead of litharge.

The assay is next covered with a littie powdered glass, also

with a few spoonfuls of borax glass. A clay cup la placed

over the crucible, and the assay is then fused in the charcoal

furnace iu a similar manner to the silver assay when litharge

is used.
About seven or eight minutea'suffices to meit the assay, and

the lead bntton produced by the carbon in the coal acting

on the lead oxychioride wiil be found lying upon the bottotu

of the crucible when the as3ay is cool and the crucibie la

broken.
The weight of the button, when cieaned frotu the siag,

divided by 20, gives the quantity of lead that one part of the

fuel under examination cao reduce ; and since one part of car-

bon rednces 34 parts of lead, the heating-power of the fuel

may be easily ascertained. The amount of lead reduced by

one part of coal varies with the diferent pit coals between 21

and 32 parts, with the lignites between 16 aud 25 parts. In

making this assay the heat must be applied at firat very

gradually, and afterwards increased to a bright rednesa.

Dr. Ure's experiments, published in the " Supplement to

the Dictionary of Arts, Mines, and Manufactures," have ap-

peared to be unsatisfactory in regard to the accuracy of Ber-

thier's method. Mitchell, however, has found the method

correct, and the author has found it equally so. The lead

oxychioride should always be pure.

6th. Estimation of suiphur in a sample of coal.

Sulphur generally exista in coal as a suiphide of iron, and

as the presence of more than two per cent of sulphur depreci-

ates the market value of coal, owing to its destroying the iron

boilers and grates under aud over which the coal is consumed,

it is always an important part of the examination of coal to

ascertain the quantity present.

Mitchell, ln his " Manual of Practical Assaying," recom-

mends the following proces-

Take one part of the finely pulverized coal and mix with

seven to eight parts of nitre, and 16 parts of common sait,

and four parts of carbonate of potash, ail of which must be

perfectly pure. The mixture is then placed in a platinutu

crucible and gentiy heated at a certain temperature ; the whole

ignitea and burna quietly. The heat is then increased until

the mass is fused ; the operation is finished when the mass

is white. It must, when cold, be dissolved in water, the

solution slightly acidulated by means of hydrochlorie acid,

and chloride of barium added to it as long as a white precipi-

tate forma. This precipitate is sulphate of baryta, which

must be collected en a filter, washed, dried, ignited, the filter

burnt away, and the remaining suiphate of baryta weighed;

every 116 parts of it indicate 16 of sulphur.

The above deacribed methoda of examining coal are al

that are required for commercial purposea. The aasay may

be carried on stili further by estimating the iron oxide con.

tained in the ash. The ash can also be examined qualita-

tively for siesc, lime, soda and potash.-Mining and Sci.n-

tific Press.

An impervious enamel for paper, wood, etc., ià a solution of

shelsc in methylated spirit. A coating of this is applied, and

then another coatiug laid at a higli temperature and under

great pressure.

PREVENTIVE 0F FoÂmINQ iN BoILERS. -A writer in the

American Machinist recommenda the use of castor ou in

boilers where aikaline water is used. He says that from two

ouncea to a pint of oil will prevent foaming aIl day. The

oil is put in after the englue has atarted if foaming begins.
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PORTELECTRIC SYSIEM 0F RAPlD TRANSMISSION.

The possibility of adapting an electrie method to thae pritcti-

cal solution of the problem of rapid transportation, has uni-

versally been admitted by electricians for years past, but until

the present it has been as snmed by experts that thre difficulties

to be overcome were too serions to warrant much hope of a

successful issue. Several schemes have, indeed, been proposed'

which, though they served to confirm the belief in the possi-

bility of ultimate success. yet left its actual- realization appar-

ently as far off as ever. The Telpher system proposed some

years since by the late Professor Fleeming Jenkin, and by

him put into actual practice, cornes, perhaps, the neareat to-

wards a practical solution of the adaptation of the electric

method to the prompt transmission of comparatively light

weights, than any that have yet been put into service ;but

the Teipher method, tbough ingenions, in no adequate mea-

sure realizes the idea of rapid traaasmission-no more, in

tact, than the several methods that have been devised snd

practiced in connection with the passenger service in cities.

Six or ten miles per hour is apparently the practical limit of

thre speed of these methods.

To pass from these modest achievemeuts to the considera-

tion of a system by which, it is olaimed, a speel of two miles

a minute can easily be secured and maintained, imposes a

severe strain upon tire credulity ; but sncb, we are assured, is

the fact, and a consideration of the means by wirich this

astonishing resuit may be accomplisired, leaves one equally

astonished at their simplicity. We may premise, in advance

of any description, that the metirod, the " Portelectric"' sys-

tem as it is called by its inventor, John T. Williams, bas

been developed, in the first instance, to serve the highly de-

sirable purpose of expediting the transmission of mail matter,

and of coinparatively light parcels, for which, if but a por-

tion of tire dlaims of its advocates shall be substantiated, it

must unquestionably bring about a complete revolutiori in

existing methoda. What it may accomplisir in the future in

connection witir the problem of transporting passengers and

goods, at high speed and over long distances, we siraîl not

dwell upon. It will be an enormous stride ahead, if it uhal

be found practicable, by tis systemn, to transmit mail parcels

(as it is claimed can be doue> between New York and Boston

in two hours.

A meeting of a number of persons interested in the Williams

system was lately held in Boston, at wirich its capabilities

were exhibited wit.h the aid of a working model, and the

principle of its operatiou was thereupon explained by the in-

ventor, and by Prof. A. E. Doîbear, a distingrrished electrician,

whose endorsement of tire value of thre new method cannot

fail to demand for its dlaims tire respectful attention of men

of science.

Thre principle involved in the operation of the Williams

system is an extremely simple one, that is familiar to every

tyro in electric science. Il is, in fact, noue other tiran thre

well-knowli suoking action tint a helix or a coul, in wirich an

electric current is fiowing, will exert npon a rod of iron, when

this is brougit witiin range of its inductive influence. Thus,

if a bar of iron or steel be plaoed witi one end near the centre

of the irelix, on passing a current through the latter, thre bar

will be drawn in and maintained in a central position as long

as the current continues. If, now, tire current be broken, tIre

bar wiil again ire free to move ; and if we imagine a second

irelix placed in a position similar to that which il first occu-

pied with relation to the bar, then, on thre passage of thre cur-

rent through tis second coil, tire bar will be drawn toward

that one, and ont of the first, so that witir a number of hieliceLs

arranged side by side, and with an arrangement for making

and breaking thre current at the proper time, it is evident that

a bar of iron conld be moved continuolisly in any desired

direction. In the practical application of tis simple electri-

cal experiment to a systein of rapid transportation, tis is

precisely what Mr. Williams does.

The practical details of the system will readily be appreci-

ated from the following description, ivitir the aid of the acconi-

panying illustrations -- Of these, Fig. 1 exiribits a viewv of tIre

structure, in perspective, which tic inventor lias de.signedl to

carry a smaîl carniage for the rapid dispatcli of Mail and of

emali parcels. An elevated structure, in tire forîn of a con-

tinuons girder of iron borne o11 tire top of a series ofi hoU

columus, carnies upon it two ircanis of wood, 1 ,laced one above

tire otirer, with holiow rectangular blocks placed at interva ls,

the whole formitng a contirnuous passageway, and lraving o11

tire inner faces of the beams a single-rail track for tire guid-

ance of tire carniage, Iu this figure, cacir of the seven bI)ock,,

sirown contains a coul, placed between tire upper and lower

beams. The position and appearauce of tire carniage are like-

wise exiribited. Tis la a box of steel of rectairgular formn, in

tire compartraents of wirich tire parcels, letterb, etc., May lic

placed, and iraving an upper and iower guiding wireil at both

ends. The details of the helices, and their mode of action,

will bre understood from Fig. 2, wlricir exhibits one of thre

boxes, with tire covering removed. Tire citouit ig connected

thnongi cacir helim at the contact point C, withi tire main hune

conductor L L, through tire pivoted magnet N S, wirose fuîrc-

tion is to make and breik thre circuit of tlhe lix at tire

proper time. Tire steel carniage containing tire mail la nirg-

netized. The front of the car being tire 8 pole, as it enters tire

helix it repels the S pole of the pivoted magnet N S, forcing

it upward, which brings the N pole down to tire contact point

C. This closes the circuit through the irelir, whicir thereupon

draws the car in with a sucking action. Tis contact with C

is maintained up to the time that tire centre of tihe carria&re

arrives at a short distance from tire centre of tire helix, wheni

the influence of the carniage on tire magnet N S beconies

neutralized, and tire contact is broken. Tis imaking and

breaking of the circuit is tins repaated as tir' car enterïandur

passes tbrougir each succeeding coul. Il is eviient that if tire

circuit is stilI to be maiutaiued afler tire carrnage irad passed

the centre of tire helir, tire action wouid be to retard tie motion

of the carniage, and, indeed, to stop it entirely, for, as is well-

known, tire suction power of the coul is equally strongr at

either entrance. Tire object of breaking tire contact a sliort

distance before the centre of tire carniage reacies tire centre

of tire helix, is to avoid tire retarding effect upoîr tire carriage

which wouid be experienced on account of tire extra cuirrti

in breaking in tire coul. Tis extra current, bcing iîr tire-saine

direction as tire main current, would tend to drive the carniage

forward as long as it was behind tIre centre of tîre helix ;but

it will readily ire seen that, if thre carniage iad passed tire

centre, tire extra current wonid tend to retard it in the saine

way that tire main current wouid.

Il wiil tins be noted that ecir irelix cornes ilto action siie-

cessively, and only one is in action at aiiy orre lime, s0 tirat

tire current is utiiized to tire best advantagc. It wili rerrrliiy

be understood tirat wireu once the carniage is in motion and

its inertia iras been overcome, coinparativcly little force ivil

be necessary to maintain it at speed ; and tis is shiovîr to bce

tire case lu tire prescritsystem. As aconsequeuice, tiestrenigtir

of tire couls may be considerabiy diminisired atter a short dis-

tance from tire terminal station, as thre power requined la
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4Umia"sed accordingly when the carniage huae ttained its

proper speed. Âuother interesting fact in conneetion with

the sy.tem which we muet take occasion. ta observe, and which

muet nocessarily follow from its construction, is that the cur-i

rent ln the helices is considerably cut dowu by the counter

E. M. P. generated by the passage cf the carriaje through

them, sa that, in a certain sense, the systern je self-regulating

te maintaiu the carniage at its proper speed. A system of

this kind muet necessarily be provided with means for stop-

piug the car graduahly, and without jar, at a terminal station,

and this lias beeu worked out very ingenionsly by Mn.

Williams. The brake consiste cf a hlix siniilar te those

shown, which is pncvided with a contact that, unlike the

others, romaine cloed after the carniage has passed the centre

cf the hlix. The effect cf this is that the car is retard.d, or

palled bacli, and rapidly brought te a etandstill.

The pnacticability cf the eystem liene described, ie saud te

have been demonstrated very fully with the aid cf the model

above referred te, which was deaigned more eepecisily te ex-

hibit the odaptability cf the systema to the wauts ef the postal

service. With a suitably constructed line, it is confidently

affirmed by the inventer, that a speed cf net lesa than two

Miles per minute ceuld easily be maintained, and the advan-

tages in point cf speedy delivery cf mail betwetin important

centres whicli could thus be realized, are obvions. The inveu-

tor affirme that the jouney between Boston and New York

wonld take about two heurs, more or, penliape, even less. Even

a smail shnttle-like carniage cf the dimensions of the model

carniage on exhibition, weighing only 5%~ pouudq, and some 4

feet long, conld carry 1,000 letterq. With 1,000 lettere dis-

patched eveny five minutes, the present daiiy work cf the

Boston post office between Boston and New York could be

accompliahed. But in the construction of these cars there ia

a perfect practioability in their bei g twice or thre times the

length of the model, with accoînpanyiflg added capabilities of

transportation. But it is apparent, if these dlaima cau b.

snbstantiated, that the systeru wilI not be, coufinsd to the

postal service. Lt ije rather a revolution in the realm of rapid

transportation.
As to p.)wer, that of the present proposed system je an Edi-

son incandescent circuit of 110 volts. The resistance of the

first coil amounts to 25 ohms. There je four.eeventh horse.

power propelling the carniage at the start. TIke couls in the

modal are placed two feet apart. This nearness of the coila

may be necessary at the start, and upon any up grades which

might occur in a long-distance system ; but on any main lins

it wonld be perfectly practicable for them te be eight, ten, or

even twenty feet apart. In such a distance as that from Bos-

ton to New York, unifiaient power could be, furnished by five

or six stations placed at equal intermediate distances. The

coat of constructing such a systees is confined relatively to the

cost of the plant, for the coat of maiutaining the power ls
slight. The structure itself, simple as it in lu desigu, weuld

also need no very extended ontlay of capital : the cars and the

helices form. the remaining details of expeuses in the first

plant. The epeed attainable by a car in this eystem je declared

to be almost incalculable. As is weIl known in mechanice, #à

constant propelling force je productive of almost infinite velo-

£ity, obstructed only by the resistence of friction. In this

systema the only friction comes from the air and the contact cf

Ithe car with the rails, which is very slight.

We shall await further developments in connection with

this pronqising invention with great interest.-Th4 Maum-é
Ifaaurdsr an&d Bisilde-r.

FIG. I.-OPTICAL PYROMETER (SECTIONAL VIEW).

FIG. 2. -OPTICAL PYROMETER (PERSPECTIVE VIEw).
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THE OPTICAL PYROMETER.

The exact determination of the temperature of incandescent

bodies is a problem which offers considerable practical import-

ance in a great number of industries, founded upon the appli-

cation of high temperatures. Such is the case in metallurgical

operations, for example, in steel-melting furnaces, in re-heating
furnaces, in blast furnaces, and in the manufacture of glass

and porcelain.

The chemical reactions developed in these furnaces y ary with

the temperature, and the attendent physical phenomena vary

in the same manner. A piece of porcelain, baked under pro-

per conditions, cannot withstand, without some risk of crack-

ing the enamel, an excessively high heat, and if the tempera-

ture be not sufficiently high, the important reactions will not

take place-the enamel will be insufficiently fused.

In the sarfie manner, in the furnaces for the manufacture of

steel, the degree of temperature attained modifies, in an im-

portant degree, the oxidizing or reducing reactions, and deter-

mines in all cases a considerable modification of the proportion

of combined carbon in the finished product. From these facts,

it is evidently a matter of the highest importance, to insure

success in metallurgical operations of this nature, that the

operator shall be able to determine temperatures in a precise

manner, independent of all causes of error, in order that he

may reproduce with certainty, under similar circumatances,

the reactions which he has in view.

As a result of the observation of the color of incandescent

objects, it is well known that as the temperature rises the

color passes from dark red to light red, then successively

through the shades of yellow-red, orange, pale yellow, and at

last to white. We have here a gamut of colors, well known

to all observers, for which Pouillet has given in his scale the

thermometric degrees corresponding thereto. These colors

furnish a most characteristic indication of the variations of

temperature ; but it is impossible to determine these delicate

tones of color with accuracy by direct observation, since the

personal error cannot be completely eliminated. But the eye

is not able to appreciate the shades of color with sufficient

definiteness, and is able to judge only by comparison ; dark

red appears as a lighît red in au obscure medium, and light

red will appear dark in a very clear medium ; and this shows

the necessity of an instrument which will register correctly

without being influenced by the surrounding medium.

Such has been the starting point of many instruments made

to register high temperatures, by the well-known phenome-

non of color ; but, unfortunately, the larger number have

not given satisfactory results. The photometers of Crova,

Trausine, and Violle, are more suitable for the laboratory than

for rough usage in the workshop.

The optical pyrometer, however, of which we give an illus-

tration, furnishes a solution of the problem, by permitting an

exact appreciation of the color of the incandescent body. The

apparatus is portable, not to be easily broken, simple, and,
thanks to the mode of construction, preeise in its indications,
no matter what the surrounding conditions may be. It is

the invention of Messrs. Mesure and Nouel, engineers of the

Saint Jacques workshops at Montluçon, belonging to the

Compagnie des Forges de Chatillon-Commentry, which has

become well known to the metallurgical world by the scien-

tific interest of its productions.

The eye-glass is ahown in Figs. 1 and 2. The apparatus,
based upon the application of the phenomenon known as

rotary polarization, comprehends essentially two Nicol prisms,

the one a polarizer P, the other an analyzer A, of which the

principal sections describe an angle of 90°. Between these

two prisms there is a plate of quartz Q. It is known that as

it passes through the first prism P, the ordinary ray is polar-

ized in a plane defined by the axis of the polarizer, and is

completely extinguished in traversing the second prism A, the

axis of which is perpendicular to the first. The plate of in-

terposed quartz, cleaved perpendicularly to the axis, has the

object, on the other hand, of deflecting the plane of polariza.

tion, which becomes oblique to the principal section of the

analyzer, and is able then to traverse it without being coin-

pletely extinguished.
By the law discovered by Biot, the angle of deviation is

proportional to the thickness of the plate of quartz,

and, in consequence, inversely proportional to the square of

the leugth of the wave. As the length of the wave varies

with the color, which itself depends upon the respective pro-

portions of the simple rays of light transmitted in the ordi-

nary ray ; and, if we bave the means of measuring this devia-

tion, it is obvious that we are able to decide immediately

the temperature from the .color of the incandescent body.

To effect this, the analyzer is movable in the interior of the

tube, in order to bring the principal section to make a cer-

tain angle with the polarizer. An index I shows upon the

graduated scale C the angle of deviation, of which zero corre-

sponds to complete extinction.
If, when looking at the incandescent body, the analyzer is

slowly turned, the observer will perceive the light under a

determined tint, variable with the temperature, and this tint

disappears by an angle of corresponding rotation ; it is,

then, this angle which serves to define the observed tem-

perature.
Generally there is selected for observation a determined

tint, that may be easily distinguished. One may readily

observe that, by a very slight rotation of the analyzer, the

tint perceived passes rapidly from green to red, and, between

these two complementary colors, one nay easily observe an-

other shade, called the tint of " passage," of an impure citron

shade. The angle at which this sensible tint becomes appre-

ciable, is noted.
Fig. 1 shows in section the optical system employed in the

construction ; L is the objective, which receives the rays from

the incandescent body, and directs them upon the polarizer

P; O is the eye-piece, which receives the rays upon leaving

the analyzer A, and which is movable with the analyzer in

its setting. Fig. 2 shows an exterior view of the portable

model, a little simpler in construction than that above de-

scribed.
These glasses for heat measuring, constructed with care by

E. Ducretet, according to the instructions of the inventors,

have been regularly used for more than a year in the forging

department of the Saint Jacques works. The foremen have

become quite familiar with the use of the apparatus, and as it

insures that all the operations shall be conducted under abso-

lutely uniform conditions, its introduction readily acconnts

for the remarkable quality of the products of these works.-

The Manufacturer and Builder.

MANAGING FIRES.

In order that a boiler may furnish steam uniformly, says

the Safety Valve, regularity in firing is necessary, and the

water should be kept at a uniform height also, by feeding

constantly. But previous to cleaning a fire, the water may be
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allowed to rise a little above its ordinary level in the boiler,

and the feed may be partly, or wholly, shut off during the

operation, and until the fire has " come up," as it i

called.
It js also productive of great economy in fuel, as well as in-

creased evaporative efficiency, to heat the feed water to a

high degree before it is allowed to enter the boiler ; this also

adds to the life of a boiler, by preventing unequal contraction

of the sheets by cooling, which often costs crystallization,

groaving and ruptures.
When using bituminous coal, with a rapid rate of combus-

tion, the fire should be from 8 to 10 inches in thickness ; but

if the combustion is slow, a thickness of 5 or 6 inches in

sufficient, care being taken to prevent the fuel from burn-

ing inta hales.
The urnaces should be regularly fired at intervals of from

ten to fifteen minutes, to avoid making a great change o teis

perature, which always occurs when a large mass ai coal je

thrown in at one time, due to heat becoming absorbed in the

evolution of the gases. And for the same reason it i best ta

fire only on one side of a wide furnace at a time. The several

furnaces of a battery, or of a range of boilers, should be worked

in rotation, and the coaling and working of the fires should be

done as quickly as possible, in order to allow the influx of no

more cold air than can be avoided.

With anthracite coal the fires should be kept as thin as pos-

sible, from 4 to 7 inches being the usual limit, dependent on

the Bise of the lumps, which should be as nearly uniform as

possible, and also open the strength of the draught.

In the use of some bituminous coals it is found that they

agglutinate and form a cake over the whole surface of the fur.

nage, and to maintain the steam at a constant pressure, it is

then necessary to introduce a slice-bar into the furnace and

break up this solid cake into fragments. This operation liber-

ates the gases and fille the furnaces with flame, generating an

intense heat. By watching the needle of the steam gauge,

and breaking up only so many fires at a time as may be found

necessary to keep up the pressure, the fireman will find it easy

to carry steam uniformly and with economy of fuel.

When a fire reaches a certain point of intensity, after the

gases have been driven off, it is necessary to put on more coal,

for if it is suffered to go beyond that point before the addi-

tion of more fuel, the chilling effect produced is so great that

the temperature is reduced to so low a point that it is with

difficulty that the fresh mass can be sufficiently heated to

ignite, causing a waste of the gases and a diminution in the

evaporative efficiency of the boiler for the time being, and a

consequent drop in the steam pressure. The condition of the

fire, suitable for cooling, eau be learned only from practice, and

a knowledge of this very point is what constitutes the princi-

pal difference between a good and a poor fireman. When a

uniforni, bright light is thrown over the ashpit from the fuel

on the bars, the fires are clean and burning well; but when

the ashpits are partially or wholly dark, there muet be ashes

or clinker on the grates, which should be removed. Ashes

and clinker are very apt to accumulate at the front and corners

of furnaces, against the sides, and also at the back and against

the bridge wall. These places muet be kept as free as possible

from this refuse, and the coal heaped a little above the general

level on the bars.

The fires should be cleaned at least as often as once in twelve

hours, sometimes at shorter intervals, dependent upon the

amount of refuse in the coal and the rate of combustion.

In cleaning a fire the fireman sometimes pushes with a hoe

the live coals from the front half of the fire into the back of

the furnace, and then hauls out the ashes and clinker, and then

pokes all the fire to the front, and pulls the ashes and clinker

of the back end of the furnace over the top of the live coal and

out at the furnace door. He then closes the door for a moment,

wets down the ashes and clinker, throws it one side, opens. the

furnace door again, spreads the fire evenly over the grate, ad

throws on a light charge of coal as quickly as possible. That

is the old method of cleaning a fire, and it is still practised ta

a great extent both on land and at sea.

A much better plan, and one which is coming into vogue, is

to move all the live coals froni one side of the furnace along

its length to the other, then haul out the clinker and ashes,

then move all the live coals to the side already cleaned, and

remove the remaining refuse from the other aide af the fur-

nace, afterwards spreading the live coals evenly over the grates

and charging the furnace with fresh fuel.

Where the furnaces have considerable width, it is better to

clean only one %ide of the furnace at a time, cooling it of

course, but leaving the other side to be cleaned in an hour's

time or so. This method will promote economy of fuel and

reader it much easier to maintain a uniform supply of
steani.

Disterent kinds of coal require different modes of treatment

in a furnace, and the best method of handling each is deter-

mined by experience only.

AUTOMATIC ENGINE.

The style of engine represented in the accompanying en-

graving (which is an elevation of the valve side in perspective)

was designed to meet the requirements of limited space when

it is desired to drive from one wheel to hne shaft. The en-

graving shows the style of two sizes, namely : 12 x 14 and 14

x 16, centre crank engine.
The two features that claim special attention are the slide-

valve and governor. These are represented by Fige. 2 and 3.

Reference being made to Fig. 2 and the side elevation it will

be seen that the shape of the valve is square and is set in the

valve seat with cover pointing to centre, or, in other words,

it is placed diagonally. Over the valve is placed a cover.

Between this cover and the seat are placed two strips of cop-

per 1.1,000 of an inch in thickness. They are for the pur-

pose of removal and taking up the wear as the valve requires

it. The objection of wear still existing in the piston valve, is

entirely obviated by this construction. Live steam is admit-

ted inside the cover around the valve, and exhanst steam is

let out at the end. This construction enables the engine to

be run under full boiler pressure with the exhaust chest cover

removed, and a thorough inspection of the valve for leakage

made under steam pressure. The exhaust, starting as it does

at once into the exhaust pipe, obviates the objection of ex-

haust jacketed valves and cylinders. By the particular shape

of this valve the ports can be made large, and, with its ample

travel, admits, as the indicator carde show, of a most perfect

diagram under high rotary and piston speed, giving a most

perfect steam and exhaust- line and a high initial pressure,

resulting in a low terminal compared to average pressure.

Refarene being made to Fig. 3, it will be seen that the

governor of this engine belongs to that class in which the

operation is to move the eccentric acrose the shaft, altering its

throw and varying the length of travel of the valve. In the

manner it changes the point of cut-off to suit the varying

conditions of load and steam pressure. The range of the gov.

ernor is the earliest point of cut-off or that which wili reetrain
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FIG. 3 .- GOVERNOR.

the engin. under its lightest load and highest boiler pressure
-while the latest point of cnt-off shlows full boiler pressure
to foflow for 7-10 of the. stroke. This whole range of adjust-
ment is under complets control. of the governor within leua

than -02 variation of speed. By the train of mecbanism em-
ployed the governor preserves a constant lead, which is of
the greatest importance to masure good resuits. Owing te the
perfect balance of the. valve it has not been found necessary
to design a governor that is locked in ail positions, but, on
the. contrary, lighter springi and weights are used by this
governor than any other of its class in he market, th. valve
movement not requiring that great amount of power in the
governor that is given by heavy springs snd veights. Dash
pote and friction brakea are flot required to mesure steadi-
ueas.

There are two sets of levers pivoted near the rim. The ont-
ward movement of these levers is produced by the. centrifugai

force of the weights and resisted by the centripetal force of
the springs, the tension of which is controlled by the screwq
shown. The movement of the eccentric is in a straight line
acros the shaft, and is slotted in a stationary sleeve next to
the. wheel. This movement of the eccentrie is taken from the
levers through the links shown. By this arrangement such
an adjustmnent of centrifugai force of the weights and centri-
petal force of the springs can be employed that vin admit of
the best attainable resuits in regulation. The tension of the
springa should be as much as the governor wifl admit of, and
s near the. theoretic tension as possible. Toc much tension
vii b. indieated by violent oscillation of the. governor. Tvo-
thurds of the distance froin the centre of tbe lever stud, or viiere

the lever is pivoted to the centre of spring stud or where the
spriiîg if3 hooked, is about the proper tension. Change of
speed is obtained by shifting the weights in and out cf the
lever> or by increasing or diminishing them. An examina
tion wiii show they are made with pookets to incresse or
diminish, and one weight is heavier than the other. This àa
done to balance the heavy aide of the. ecoontric, andi the.
heaviest weight should alwaya b. placed -opposite the. thuow

FIG. 2.-VALV.

of the eccentrie, or on the shorteat lever. The governer it
entirely fitted with automatic lubrication, thus permitting cf
continuons running.

Among other features in the details of this engin. we notice
the following:

The piston is of the solid locomotive type, vith rings en.
tirely of spriug packing. Its length is ample te insure large
bearing surface, preventiug vear and tendency to loWer the.
rod. The rings being of spring packing alec masure the cylin-
der, being one dismeter aUl thrcugh. The crossiiead is of
çSIt-hYQn vith a steel pin ost in. By the methcd of çm.lin
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employed it is bnrnt to the iron, and the firat one to corne
loose lias yet to preseut itself. The pin is ftatteued top and
bottom and boxes milled to suit, preventiug the connection
front irregular wear. The shoes or aides are of caat-iron, bab.
bitted, and circular in shape, allowing of adjuatment to the
unequal wear of bearingsand keeping the connection rod al-
ways in hune. The cranka are large and heavily balanced.
The pin is oue-fourth the diaqieter of the cylinder, and the pin
and shafts are ground to a perfect circle iu special grinding
lathes. The conuecting rod is of forged wronght-irou witb
solid end (marine style). The boxes are made of brasa filled with
babbitt and the habbitt is spun to aize againat the brasa with
the boxes revolving under a high speed, and the babbitt is
forced out with amall rollers under a heavy pressure.-
A merican Engineer.

STAINS AND SPOTS.

GENERÂL PROTECTION FROM STAINS.

D. M. Lamib, of New York, is reported to have inventeda
method of treatment which will proteot fabrios of ahi kinda
fromn itains, caused by rai , wine, liard usage, and other thinge.
Lt consista in the application of some preparation of rubber
dissolved in naplitha. Lt ia said that fabrica so prepared will
neither shriuk, mildew, decay, nor be attacked by moths.

GENERÂL DIRECTIONS.

Pure water, cold or hot, not mixed with acids, serves for
rinsing goods in order to, remove foreigu and neutral bodies
whieh cover the color.

Steam softens fatty matters, and thus facilitates their re.
moval by reageuts.

Sulphuric acid may be used in certain cases, particularly for
brighteniug and raising greens, reda, yellows, etc., but it muet
be diluted with at heast one huudred times its weight of water,
and more in case of delicate shades.

Muriatie acid is useful for removiug ink stains and irou
mold from a number of colora which it doea not attack.

Suiphurous acid is ouly employed for whiteuiug undyed
goode, straw bats, etc., and for removing the atains of certain
fruits on sihks and wooleus.

Sulphurous gas is also used for this purpose, but the liquid
acid is safer.

Oxalic acidl is used for removing ink and mast stains and
remuants of mud stains which do not yield to other deter-
gents. Lt may also be used for destroying the atains of fruits
aud astringent juices and ohd stains of urine. However, its
use is limited to white goods, as it attacks fugitive colora,
and even liglit shades of those reputed te be fast. The best
method of applyiug it is to dissolve it in cold or lukewarma
water, to let it remain a moment upon the spot, and then to
mub it with the flugers.

Citrie acid serves to revive and brigliten certain colora,
especially greens and yehlows. Lt resteres scarlets which have
been turued to a crimson by the action of alkalies, acetic acid
(or tartaric) may be used instead.

Liquid ammonia is the moat powerfuh and usefnl agent for
cleauing ailk stuifs sud bats, sud for neutraliziug the effects
of acida. lu thia latter case it is often enougli to expose the
spots to the vapor of ammonia, which causes them to, disap.
pear eutirely. Lt givea a more violet toue to, sîl colora ob-

tained with cochineal, lac, I3razil wood, and Iogwood, or
topped with cochineal. Lt doos not injure iks, but it sen-
sibly attacks woolen tissues at higli temperaturea. It in
also used for restoring black silks which have been damaged
by damp.

Carbonate of soda (crystals) may be used in îny cases
where ammonia is eruployed. It is good for silk bats which
have been injured by sweat.

Soda and potash (caustic) only serve for white linen,
hexnp, and cotton goods ; for they attack colora and injure
the tenacity and fiexibility of wool and silk. For the same
reason white soap is only used for cleaniug white woolen
goods.

Mottled soaps suit for cleaning thick tisaues of woolen and
cotton, sncb as quilta, which are not submitted to friction.
For snoh tissues, when they do not require much supplenesa
or softness, the action of the soap may be enhanced by a
slight addition of potash.

Soft soap may be uaefully employed in solution along with
guru or other mucilaginous materials, for cleauuiug dry-goods,
aud espeoially self-colored silks. It removes spots more
easily than white and mottled soapa do, and injures the colora
lesa. A soap.bath serves for thoroughly cleansing whites and
fast colora. Lt may be employed in waahing-maohines like
the solution of soda crystals, and often after a passage throngh
tha latter liquid. Lt is prepared by dissolviug thin alices of
aoap in boiling water, and should be kept in stoneware pans
or wooden troughs.

Soap powder is used chiefiy in cleansing kid gloves.

Ox gaîl lias the property of dissolving mont fatty bodies
without injuring the tisanes or the colora. It may be used
ini preference to soap for cleansiug wooleus ; but it canuot be
used for very liglit colora, for it sometimes gives them a pale
greenish-yellow shade. Lt is occasionally mixed with oil of
turpeutine, alcohol, honey, yolk of egg, clay, etc., and in
this state it is ua3ed for cleansing silks. (Unrnixed gaîl may
also be used with perfect succeas for dark sailk:î). To produce
a satisfactory effect the gsJi should be yen, fres&. A simple
method to preserve it consiats in tying a stroug cord round
the ueck of the membrane containiug the gali, and immersing
it in boiling water for some time. When tbis is doue take it
ont and dry it in the ahade.

Yolk of egg has about the same properties as gail, but it
is too coïtly for general, use. It must also be employed as
fresh as possible as it loses its efficacy on growing old. Some.
times it is mixed with an equal volume of turpentine and
employed lukewarrn.

SPECIÂL DIRECTIONS.

Sugar, Gelatin, Blooci aud Albumen may be removed from
ail kinda of fabrica by simply washiug with water.-Tke
Manufacturer and Builder.

CONCERNING M1NERAL WOOL.

The name "«mineral wool," as many of ur readers are aware,
is applied to an artificial product made fromi blast-furnace
slag, or similar vitreous or scoriaceous substances, by the
action of a jet of steam, by which. the liquid material is trans.
formed into a fine fibrous or filamentous condition. Lu this
state, the finely-spun vitreous, material, occupying au enorm-
oua volume as compared with the substance fromt which it is

Il-
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made, closely resembles in appearauce ordinary cotton wool,
go that the namea- 'mineral wool," "«slag wool," "silicate
colton' -by which it is variously known, are not iuaptly
chosen.

In the process of conversion, it is found that a cubia foot of
slag (equivaleut to 192 pounda in weight> will be transformed
into 13 cubic feet of mineraI wool. The resultiug fibrous mass
must, therefore, carry entangled among its fibres 12 cubie
test of air. About 8 per cent ouly ot this finely-spun prodtict
is comapossd of the golid substance from which. it originated,
the remaiuing 92 per cent consisting of entangled air. Iu
some of the speciaily prepared grades of the product, indeed,
the percentage of entangled air na8s, we are informed, to 97
per cent. To this imprisoned air the product owes princi-
pally the admirable qualities which have gaiusd for it a wide
application in the arts for the insulation of heat; while in
addition, certain other peculiarities which it pos3esses, fit it
remarkably well for the deadening ot sound, the preveution
ot the sprsad of fire, sud the protection of buildings from the
incursion of rats and vermin. The material of the fibre being
of an incombustible nature, and itsslf a poor couductor of heat,
like ail vitreous substances, it is reasonable to inter, from what
we know of the higli heat-insulating qualities of oonfined air,
that a minerai substance of this nature, carrying more than 90
per cent of air imprisoned in its interstices, should prove to
be a heat non-conductor of high efficiency. This tact has
been tully proved in practice, and the material, of which sev-
eral grades are manuactured, has come into use extensively
for this special form of service. At the same time, the physi.
cal condition of the matenial appears to adapt it equally well
as a souud-deadensr. The sharp, needie-like spicuin ot the
mineraI Wool, turthermore, appear to be a source of irritation
to rats, mice and vermin, which refuse to harbor in its vicinity.
Iu the following we give somae accouut, with illustrations, of
its several applications.

House Lining.-Figs. 1, 2 aud 3 represent the mode of ap-
plyiug mineral wool as a liniug for hollow walls of trame
houses, smpty floor spaoes, partitions, and beueath the roof,
for the several purposes abovs.uamed. The advautages dlaim.
ed for it are substautially as follows : A filliug of mineraI
wool in the ground floor, say 2 inches thick, protects against
the dampuese of the cellar; in the outside walls, trom toun-
dation to peak, betweeu the studding, it will prevent the ex.
traction of the warmth of the interior, sud will destroy the
force of winds, which otherwise will peuctrats and cause
draughts ; in the roof, say 2 inehes tbick, it will retain the
heat which rises through stair wells, bringing about regu-
larity of temperature in cold weather; the upper rooms will
uot receive the heat of the summer sun sud store it up for
the occupants during the night, but remain as cool as those
on the floor below ; the water fixtures in bath-rooms, closets
and pantries will not be exposed to extremes of heat sud
cold.

The space generally afforded by floor beama in dwelling-
houses is deeper than is requirsd for the introduction of min-
eral wool, if used solely to preveut the passage of noise. The
thickness may be made 2 ijiches, or less, by puttiug in a false
floor ; the partition walls should be filled to the full width of
the joist.

As souud in coînmunicated by the actual contact of bsams,
sud also by the vibration of the air between them, it eau
well be understood how a porous-like material like minerai
wool will have a muffling influence on the solid parts of a
building, and so occupy the space, that wave motion will not
be possible. Such a thing is sspecially desirable about

bath-rooms, to deaden the noise of the valves and fiowing
water.

The analysis4 of minerai wool shows it to be a silicate of
magnesia, lime, alumina, potash and soda. The slag wool
contains, also, some suiphur compounds. It is plain there is
nothing organic in the material to decay or to furnish food
and comfort to insectsand vermin ; ou the other hand, the
fine fibre of glass are irritating to anything which attempta
to burrow in them.

Fig. 2 shows the wool applied behind wire lathing for ren-
dering, partitions aud walls fire.resisting, and another method
for deadening floors.

The application in the manner described of minerai wool,
an incombustible material, in the hollow spaces of floors, par-
titions, walls, etc., may not unreasonably be olaimed to re-
duce materially the danger of the spread of fire, sliould an
accident of this kiind occur. The application of the material
must interpose a decided hindrance to, the spread of the
fiames, thus rendering the structure slow burniug, and afford-
ing greater opportunity for the extinguishment of the fire,
the saving of imperiled property, and of lives, where these
might otherwise be endangered.

As to the manner of applying the material to buildings, the
following instructiono are given :Minera] wool muât be
held in position by retaining walls, which should be sealed
tiglit to keep the fluer particles fromn sifting ont. The
houge should be closed in, so that the material may not be-
come wet, aud the walls filled from the inside. The job should
be doue at the saine time that the laths are being put on. It
should be applied by the handful, and onily pressed into place
s0 that it filsa the space completely-not jammed or pualied
roughly with sticki4. Being applied dry, the other work is
not delayed at ail, aud there is no possibility of dampness.
Once ini place, it romains intact until the retaiuing, walis are
removed. The ])1esence of mineral wool bebiud the lath dos
flot prevent the plaster " keying." It is pliable, and gives
way readily to pressure. A liuing iii the roof of a city dwell.
ing is shown in Fig. 3. It ii flot ouly valuable in this case
for keeping the house cool in summer, but to prevent the
sparks of adjacent chimneys or fires from burning through
quickly. Figs. 4 to ô exhibit on1e of the most useful applica-
tions of the material-nameiy, to the iining of rqilway cars.
Iu the case of cars, heat is bast both by radiation and contact
of oold air, but the coling by the first process i inconsider-
able in comparison wîth the last. TLhe motion of the car is
an important factor, for, by reason of it, the second process la
going, on much more actively than in the case of a stationary
structure. With great differences of tempýrature, it has been
shlowu that the losa of heat iùicreases in a inueli higher ratio
than that difference-in other wvords, the colder the weather,
or the greater the difféernce between the exterual aud internai
air, the more rapid the extraction of the heat ; and, further-
more, as the apeed of the car increases, the loss of heat iu-
creases, because of the contact of a greater amounit of coî,l air
in a given time. The proper ventilation of cars becomes a
difficult matter ouly when they are in motion, because then
the penetrating force of the exterior air is increased, and it is
flot possible to confine the in-flow to, the openinge intended
for it ; but, on the contrary, the cold air is rushing through
the cracks on ail sides, in quautity increasing with the
speed.

If traveling is to be made entirely comfortable, we must pro.
vide agaiust ail discomforts, such as exposure to drauglits, and
rapi(lly changing temperature in the winter meason ; to the
intolerable heat of the sun in summer, sud to noise ail the
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year round. It i. claimed that a lining of minerai wooi will
aocomplish these objecta, because it is a poor condiiotor of
both heat and sound. It is a moat excellent deadening sub-
stance and makes the cam noiselesa. Its moderate weight
adjusts the centre of gravity of the car, and gives stability to
the whole structure. A stove in one end, or steam pipe, will
furnish sufficient heat, and the warm air will be found to foi-
10w along the floor, because it remains a warma surface, while
the upper part of the interior presents a coid surface, and
repeis the hee.ted air. The aides and ends of a passeuger car
need the. protection quite as much as, the floor, so that they
are usualiy filled, in to the base of the windows. The material
may b. applied without altering the. construction of the car at
aIL The simpleat method is to I the floor-space to full
depth of beam, using hs.lf.inch matched stuif beneath for geai.
ing boards.

For the retention of low temperature in ice-houses, brewery
vaults, oold-storage rooms, refrigerators, etc., the. material han
been fo *und equaiiy advantageous. For equal thickness, tuis
materiai is ciaimed to b. the best that can b. found for the
purpose. Being non.decaying, and always remaining in ver-
tical walls juet as it la appiied, it makes a durable application,
and renders the structure fire-proof and vermin-proof.

As a heat iusulating application for steam pipes and boilers,
the. materiai bas acqnired a high reputation. In proof of this,
it need only be mentioned that the 5j miles of street mains
and service pipes of the New York Steam (Jompany are oov.
ered with minerai wool, and immense quantities of the. material
are in une throughout the country among steam usere. The
manner of employing it is by the. application of a box or cas.
ing of wood surrounding the pipe or boler, as shown in Fig.
7.-fanufcturer and Builder.

FIG. 5.

F iGc. 6,

I USES 0F MINERAL WOOL.
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FIu 3.

F 1 ( 4.

USES 0F MINERAI, WOOL.

CRYSTÂLLIZED GRASSES.

The graases must b. thoroughiy dry, tornied in the doired
shape and fastened securely before being put in the bath.
The long feathery grasses are best for this purpose. Dis-
solve one pound of the beat aium, pounded quite fine, in a
quart of clear water, over a slow fire, but do flot let it boii.
Suspend the bouquet by a string from a stick laid acrosa the
jar into which the solution je to b. poured. When the solu-
tion is milk warma pour it over the grasses, cover it up and
set it away for twenty-four hours. Thon take them out care-
fnlly and let themn hang several hours in the sua tili ail the
water je drained away. Then set them away and do flot move
them for two or three days when. they will be entirely dry.
The solution may b. heated over and uaed as bofore.

For bine crystais use a satarated solution of suiphato of
copper. For yeliow, use the yellow prussiate of potash. For
ruby, use the red prussiate of potaah. Theou bouquets% should
b. kept under gisss.-Ed&hange.

HARDWOODS.

A writer on cabinet wooda aays:
"A handier of veneers thinke blacok birch in flot appreel.

ated at its rosi menit. For veneers h. considers biroh uasrly,
and can almoot say quite, as good s cherry. Birch in booom.
ing more highiy appreoiated than it wae, and w. may net b.
surpnied to see a boom in it before long. Whou biroh b.
oomes fashionablo everybody will vaut it."

lu the foreigu wood trade prima vera, the fashionable light
rnahogany, in very scarce ail over the country. Tho principa.l
foreigu wood houa. in Chicago hs a stock of only 8,000 foot
on hand, and out of thie New York ordors ane being suppliod,
with the prospect that shortly not a plsnk will b. loft ini the
sheds. It in a curions faot that mahogany ie being shipp.d
frose the depository in Chicago to New York night along, whon
tho samo stock wau brought from the same seaboard oity. A
oarload of mahogany wus lately shipped from that oaty t.
Germaany.
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TELEGRAPHY REGARDED FROM A FINANCIAL
POINT 0F VIEW. (HIGH SPEED AND LOW
SPEED.)

It is now notoriously admitted by everyone that telegraphy,
along with its undeniable political and moral aspect, has aise
a financiai aide flot; leas evideut.

As a public service its mission is to, furnish a trustworthy
instrument for the prompt exchange o! ideas and to render its
means of communication available for the mass of the public.
It is important that the country should be able to make use
of the telegraph to the utmost limit of possibiiity, the increase
of the number of telegrains contributing incontestabiy in
ne smail degree to the deveiopment of national pros.
perity.

As an industry, the fundamental point to be reached is to
bring in the greatest profit. But in a great number of cou-
tries the telegraph, far from yieiding a profit, does net cover
expenses. What meana can be employed to remedy this situa-
tion T Shall the price of telegrams be increasedî

To demonstrate the slight efficacy of a rise of charges, I
will confine myseif te a single instance, but wlaich, I hope,
will be considered decisive.

Conjointl.v with the adoption of the acheme of cbarging
per word, the cost of internai telegrams in Switzerland bas
been raised to such a point that the mean returus per dis-
patch which, prior to October lot, 1877, were 55 centimes
during the three first months of the innovation rose to 71 cen-
times, or an increase of 16 centimes. Bnt as we learn from
the Report of the Administration of the Swiss Telegrapha on
its working in 1877 it was expected that the average number
of words, which was stili 16-24, wouid gradually sink to 14,
whence there would resuit only the modeat increase of 10
centimes per telegram.

The following table indicates the financiai resuits of work-
ing according te officiai data published up to this day

Yer. Number of Difference Reun.DifférenceYor. tolegrams. from 1876. Reuu.f rom 1876.

1876-------------...2,118,373 .... 1,164,513
1877-------------...1,90,546 - 167,827 1.138,366 _ 26,'147

1878-------------...190,108 - 528,265 1,100.404 - 64,1091879-------------...1,679,831 - 438.542 1-158.684 - 5,829
1M80--------------...1,751.018 - 367,3sý 1,202.447 + 37,9141881-------------...1,837,385 - 28,.q88 1,221,061 + 56,5481882-------------...1,90,311 - 328,062 1,191,W5 + 27.0431883 .............. 1,750.015 - 368.M2 1,137.050 - 27,4631884-------------...1,724.9S9 - 393,384 1,116,667 - 47.8461885-------------...1,7.99.054 - 359,319 1,1.38,507 - 26,0061886-------------...1,793,938 - 324,435 1.159-083 - 5,4301887-------------...1,816,524 - 301,849 1,177,107 + 12,594

Total ince 1878..17,49323 -3,690,527 111,602,566
-42,564

If we suppose that with the maintenance cf the old scale cf
charges the internai tariff cf the Swiss offices, the number cf
wbicb bas increased. by more than 300 from 1876 te 1887,
had merely reached eacb year the figure shown in 1876, we
should have bad in tbe decennial period 1878-1887, 21,188,.
730 telegrams, yielding 11,645,130 francs, or 3,690,000 tele-
grams and a return cf 82,500 francs ini exceas cf what bas
taken place.

lu 1876, the number cf telegrama excbanged witb foreign
countries, the international correapondence at the end cf the
ton years period would be 5,876,700 telegrams. Bont there

have been in reality 8,214,211 ; that is te say, 2,337,000 in
exceas. Thug, whilst on the one baud the home correspond-
once, as compared with 1876, shows a decrease of 14 per cent.,
the foreign correspondence, on the other hand, bas increased
by 71 per cent.

Il.-The increase cf charges net giving the resuit expected,
let ns aee if by a reduction cf the price of telegrams we
migbt prepare budgets which should show a favourable
balance.

The partisans cf this measure ask why, if we wish to ex.
tend the use cf the teiegraph and make cf it an excellent
source cf revenue for the Treasury, we do not do with it as
we have donc with the post, since the decrease cf postage
te a uniform and very trifiing sumi bas yieided sucb bappy
results.

Te this observation, whicb was made at the Telegraphic
Conference which sait at Berlin in 1885, the Italian delegate,
Sen. D'Aniico, replied : The post can double its traffic witb
a sliglht increase cf outiay, whilst in the telegrsph a amail
increase cf dispatches wonld suffice te require new wires, new
apparatus, and new officiais.

Such in the fact. The post both in point cf time and cf
material transmits a thousand, ten thousand, fifty thousand
letters as easily as a bundred. The whole gees off in the
same train. But tbe telegraph can, generally speaking, only
forward oe dispatch at a time snd must be equipped on a
vast scale te be in a position te preserve a reasonable mean
speed for correapondence. Hence, an increase cf traffic may
semetimes involve an increase in the facilities fer working in
a very rapid proportion. Under these circumatances we must
use circumapection in estimating the increase cf profit wbich
would result from an influx cf telegrama.

Still we cannet deny that the telegraphic systema in gen.
erai have stili on their lines a very fair margin. If we ex-
amine tables showing the occupation cf the lines, we discever
everywhere biank intervals in their working in the main lines
as in these cf an inferior erder. Thus it is evident that ail
the wires are capable cf a greater sum total of work. But
the increase cf work should net be produced at hcours
cf the day when the lines are already sufficiently engaged.

Save this reservation, there la still more than eue stage to
be traversed before the transmitting power cf the net is"car-
ried te the maximum, which ig the basis upen which resta all
the economy cf the telegraphic service.

This leads us in the third place te the exinination cf the
means indlicated as leading to the desired solution.

III.-The means which, in my opinion, whilit developing
the traffic would increase the returns, and the application of
wbich would direct the institution toward.9 its double ebject,
consista in the classification cf the dispatches under three
heada :

1.- Telegrama fer accolerated transmission (urgent telegrama)
te, be sent in preference te dispatches of the following clasa.

2. Telegrama for normal transmission.
3. Telegrama at Iew speed (with a reduction cf price> te

be sent after the diapatches cf the second class have been
finisbed.

We may firat note that with tbe exception cf the four foi-
lowing States, Great Britaiti, Bulgaria, Norway, and Switzer-
aud "urgent telegrama" are already admitted in European
relations, and let us observe that these full speed correspond.
ences, the utility cf which, is duly recogui8ed, do net corne in
in sncb numbers that their',treatment can sensibly affect the
rapiditv of transmission ef ordinary telegrama. Furtber, if
the number cf the fermer increased so as te become an obstacle
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to the free disposai of the general corresponden ce, the extra

fees which would lie charged would largely contribute to the

expenses of laying down sud openating new wires, and ap-

paratug for multiple transmission where the waut was toît.

The telegrani of the third ciass (10w speed) which would ho

the compiement of the urgency telegrams (high speed) has not

yet nmade its appearance in Europe.

1 have showu elsewhere what niight lie expected from a

reduction of charges for correspondeuce which might undergo

a delay in transmission without furning the risk of failing

in their object. These telegrams would ho numerous, seeing

that there are thousande of circumstances in life in wliich the

telegrapli would be utilised, to get rid of small epistoiary jobs

which geuerally cost more time than we caro to devoto to

theni. And as the transmission of slow telegrams miglit lie

effected at moments when at preseut the wires are unoccupied

without iucreasing the outlay the profits would accrue to the

Treasury.
On the lines which are now idle for the greatest part of

the day, the creation of a clasa of cheap telegranis betweeu the

offices ou such lines would lie equivaleut to a general raduc-

tion of charges, and the rosulta which might lie iuvolved

would not necessitate any increase in the means of trans-

mission.
Here are a few figures which show what gaps stili exist in

the working of the linos. Among 387 Dutch offices there

were in 1887, 134 which, on the average, sent ont only five

telegrama daily ; in 1886 in Switzerland among the 1,222

offices, there were 1,062 which sent out leas than 10 telegranis

daily, and 159 with less than one telegram daily. Ani it

wiil he somethiog similar everywhene.

It is evident that where there exista a wire, an apparatus and

an officiai, the tariff which. lets aîl these elemnts of pro-

duction stand idie instead of keeping them employed lias

something wanting, for work alone yieids receipts, and the

axpeuses go ou always whether the lins wonks or stands

idie.
Hence it follows that in searching for moasures which

would iead to a maximum employment of the wires it is pro-

per to foilow the advice of economical science, which, if ap-

piied to telegraphy, declares that within the limits of the

organisation of the lines it is more profitable to transmit dis-

patchos cheaply than not to transmit them at ail. We may

differ as to the method of applying this principle, but it is

nevertheless the only one which romains applicable, indus-

trially speaking.
Froni the moment when we recognise that telegraphy con-

tains the commercial element, we have only to follow the

track which the nature of the case bas distinctlv proved, aud

introluce measures which free terade would not for a moment

hesitate to apply.
After having contended that if the eud proposed is to rnder

telegrapliy available to more pensons, and to make of it, if

possible, at the saine tuae a source of revenue, M. E. Cuper

asserts that we must look for inspiration to commerce, to

the great industries, to companies. Iu developing this ides,
he adds :

'- On railways are not there transports of goods by swift

and slow trains!1 Are thene not express trains, direct, semi-

direct, sud 'omnibus trains,' which evenyone is free to use,
according as hoe is more or less pressed for tume 1 By the ex-

press and direct trains ouly the great centres are placed in

communication, and for some hours the other towns situate

along the liue are as if non-existent. Why are not 'omnibus

trains' the only ones in existence, seeiug that they are the

only ones which. can, for financial reasons, be utilised hy every-

one? luI one and the sanie train are there not often firat,
second, and third class carrnages 1 Certainly the firat clama

does not arrive sooner than the third, and thiq division merely

gives the traveller the option of seating hiniseif more or lesu

comfortably, and of spending only what he wishes, or what

hie can. Can ho not even, if needful, have a special train?1

"«AIl these distinctions, hased upon advantage and fre

choice, are a nieaxîs of eonnection more certain than would

ha absolute uniformity.
"The post itself, has it not registered letters, the carfiage

of which is certainly not more rapid, but the delivery is

more certain ?Inl a word, take ail the great undertakings

which affect the public, and you find various grades of price

unifonmiy varied."
IV.-After having explained the different grades of urgency

for telegrams, it remains merely to show the adsantages of the

systefu proposed. These advantages wouild appear :

1. lIn an increased transmission power of the systeni of

wires, by leaviug to the last place the transmission of tale-

grams which will bear delay, we shonld enlarge the meaus of

action for business hours, which would enable us, without

additional expense in wages, to increase the total numben

of transmissions effected on the totality of the liues in a
given tume.

2. By a development of the trafflo in consequeuce of the

reduction of charge for slow telegranis.

Thus regarding the situation which would lie cneated, we

may consider the innovation useful, since it would postpoua

the time whan additioual meaus of transmission would lie

needed. It wouid lead to the full utilisation of the resounces
of the wires.

P. G. H. LiNOKxNS,

Commissioner in the General Direction of Dutch
Posts asnd Telegraphs.

Journal des Economistes, July, 1889.

THE EXECUTION 0F CRIMINALS BY ELECTRICITY.

The passage by the Lagisiature of New York, last year, of

a law providing for the execution of the death penalty upon

criminals by mneans of eiectricity, in place of hanging by the

neck-which law lias become operative since the beginning
of the preseut year-has awakened much intereat and discus-

sion as to the proper and moat effective method that could be
ampioyed for the purpose. Until quite iately, the relative

deadliuess of the continuons and alternating currents of equal

pressure had not been determined by actual experiment upon

living creatunes ; snd the carnying on of a series of experi.

monts having in view the accurate determination, by compari.

son, of this fact, has accomplished two thingys--first, it lias
shown that the alternating current is deadly at fan lower elec-

trical pressures than the continunus current ; and, second, it

has set the advocatas of theso two rival systema by the ears.

With the last we have nothing to do. Respocting the first,
a brief accounit of the experiments, and their results, will, we

are sure, ho of interest.
The experiments liera referned to, were made in the labora-

tory of Mr. Edison, and olsewhere, unden the direction of

Harold P. Brown (an electrical engineer of excellent repute),
A. E. Kennelly (Mr. Edison's principal electrical assistant),

and Dr. Frederick Peterson (chairman of the Committee of

the Miedico-Legal Society on the best method of executing

criminals by electricity), in the presence of a number of pro.
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FIG. I.-DIAGRAM 0F CONNECTIONS IN FIFTH TO EIGHTH ExPERIMENTS.

FIG. 2.-DIAGRAM 0F CONNECTIONS IN TENTH TO SIXTEENTH ExPERIMENTS.

FIG. 3.-METHOD 0F CONNECTING DYNAMO AND SUBJECT.
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fessional gentlemen interested in the scientific aspect of the
work. The animals subjected to the experiments were for
the nost part dogs ; but objection having been made to the
drawing of any conclusions from the trials, because of the
amall weight of the animals, several calves and a horse were
afterward experimented upon by Mr. Brown before the Com-
mittee of the Medico-Legal Society, and with confirmatory
results.

In their report, this committee, referring to the experiments,
find that, with the alternating current, a pressure as low as
160 volts was sufficient to kill a dog : and that with a con-
tinuous current, a much higher voltage was necessary for the
production of a fatal effect. They recommend that the death
current be administered as follows : A stout table, covered
with rubber cloth, and having holes along its borders for bind.
ing, or a strong chair, should be procured. The prisoner,
lying on his back, or sitting, should be firmly bound upon
this table, or in the chair. One electrode should be so in-
serted into the table, or into the back of the chair, that it will
impinge upon the spine between the shoulders. The head
should be secured by means of a sort of helmet fastened to
the table or the back of the chair, and to this helmet the other
pole should be so joined as to press firmly with its end upon
the top of the head. The rheophores can be led off to a
dynamo through the floor, or to another room, and the
instrument for closing the circuit can be attached to the wall.

The electrodes should be of metal, between one and four
inches in diameter, covered with a thick layer of spouge or
chamois skin. The poles, and the skin and hair at the points
of contact, should be thoroughly wet with a warm aqueous
solution of common salt. The hair should be cut short. Pro.
vision should be made for preventing any moisture reaching
from one electrode to another.

A dynamo capable of generating an electro-motive force of
at least 3,000 volts should be employed, and a current used
with a potential between 1,000 and 1,500 volts, according to
the (electrical) resistance of the criminal. The alternating
current should be used, with alternations not fewer than 300
per second. Such a current, allowed to pass from 15 to 30
seconds, will insure death.

Appended to this report were the records of the experimental
tests establishing the greater deadliness of the alternating
currents over the continuous currents, which we need not re-
produce. It may suffice to say that they exhibit the fact that
in one instance-the case of a dog weighing 56 pounds-an
alternating current of 160 volts, .ontinued for 6 seconds, caused
death, and that alternating currents of from 160 to 800 volts
caused death uniformly with these animals ; while, in at least
one case-that of a dog weighing 50 pounds-a continuous
curient of 1,000, 1,100, 1,200, 1,300, 1,400, and 1,420 volts
left the animal unhurt. lu the case of the horse (weight 1,230
pounds), and two calves (weight 125 pounds each), an alter-
nating current of 700, 770, and 750 volts, respectively, con-
tinued for 25 seconds in the case of the horse, and 8 and 5
seconds, respectively, in the case of the calves, caused death.
Our pictures show the manner in which the experiments were
conducted.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the apparatus designed by Mr. Brown,
the adoption of which, on arc-light circuits, would render it
almost impossible for fatal accidents to occur. The relay R is
arranged so as to short-circuit the dynamo field magnets the
instant a ground connection is made, thus stopping the pro-
duction of carrent until the dangerous contact is removed.
The current necessary to operate this apparatus could pass
through a man's body without any ill effect.

Since the foregoing was written, the results obtained sud
therein described have been verified by a series of final experi-
ments, made by the New York State authorities at the Edison
laboratory, on March 12th, to satisfy themselves as to the best
meaus of executing condemned criminals by electricity. They
had previously determined that the alternating current was
the most swift and certain means of terminating life, and that
the best dynamo for the purpose, with the proger pressure,
was that used for electric lighting by the "converter," or
" transformer," system. This was conclusively demonstrated
last fall by the experiments of Harold P. Brown, above re-

ferred to, and approved by the Medico-Legal Society ; but the
oommittee wished to determine the best points of application
for the current and the most practical means of attaching the
deadly wires.

For this purpose, a Siemens alternating-current dynamo
was used, the field having au adjustable resistance in circuit
with a continuqus-current dynamo, so that the electro-motive
force could be varied at will from 100 to 1,000 volts. A Car-
dew voltmeter was used to measure the pressure of the alter-
nating current, with a series of 100-volt incandescent lamps
in parallel with the same, to check the reading.

With this arrangement of apparatus, a number of animals
were submitted to the influence of the alternating current of
the machine at pressures varying with the different subjects,
from 500 volts in the case of a small dog weighing 35 pounds,
to 1,000 volts in that of a horse weighing 880 pounds. The
duration of contact varied from 10 to 25 seconds. In every
case (nine in all) death was seemingly instantaneous, without
sound or struggle. In each experiment the electrode was
kept saturated with the zinc sulphate solution. The alter-
nating current was used in each case, with reversals at the rate
of 288 to 300 per second.

The tests were under the charge of Dr. Carlos F. MacDonald,
of the Auburn State Asylum, assisted by A. E. Kennelly,
Edison's chief electrician, and Harold P. Brown, the electri-
cal engineer. Several other State officials took part, as did
Dr. A. D. Rockwell and Dr. Edward Tatum, of the Pennsyl.
vania University. After submitting a careful report to Gen.
Austin Lathrop, who has charge of the matter, it was decided
to purchase, for the purpose of electrical executions, three of
the alternating-current dynamos which are built for electric
lighting on the converter system, to use 1,000 volts pressure
for 1r to 30 seconds, and to apply the current from the head
electrode to the feet. The criminal will be fastened by straps
in a heavy wooden chair, the electrodes quickly adjusted, and
life instantly extinguished during the first few seconds in which
the current flows.-The Manufacturer and Builder.

EIKONOGEN-A NEW UNIVERSAL DEVELOIPER FOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC DRY PLAT3S AND BROMIDE
PAPER.

Advances in photography are now so rapid that it is some.
what confusing to the professional or amateur photographer
as to when and where the improvements will stop, if they
ever do. Simply the subject of developers for dry plates
would compose a volume if all the formulas, with their varia.
tions, were published, including as it would the experience
and whims of hundreds of photographers. Scientists in chem-
istry have been experimenting upon the remarkable reducing
power on the silver salts observed in the derivatives of aniline,
and have endeavored to make them of practical use in photo.
graphy.
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Such a derivative was discovered early in this year by Dr.
Andresen, of Berlin, Germany, and is named "eikonogen."
It is manufactured there by very extensive aniline dye works,
and promises to supplant ahl other developing agents yet
proposed.

It is a substitute for pyrogallol, hydroquinone, oxalate of
potash, and sulphate of iron, and, in fact, of ail chemicals
that reduce the silver saîts. As it can be so easily made, it

becomes at once the cheapest reducing chemical now on the
market, sud we have un doubt, as the demand increases, the
price will he stili lower. It is packed in small tin cans simi-
lar to those holding aniline dyes, having a hinged spout at
one corner.

It will keep indefinitely in a dry powder in any climate,
provided it is not injured by the fumes of ammonia, with which
it must not come in contact. It is in the forma of a greenish-
white powder, whieh, when dissolved in water, turns to a
dark green color, but is perfectly clear.

The advantages claimed for it, and which we have found to
be suhstantially true by experiment, are that it prodnces a
bluish-black colored image, depositing in the film a very deli-
cate precipitate, whicb, in consequence, brings ont the finest
details to a degree that is surprising. The structure of the
picture film is, therefore, niuch more compact and fluer graiued
than it is possible to obtain with the pyro or ferrons oxalate
developer. The developer operates regardless of the tempera-
ture. Hence it is adapted for use in hot or cold climates.
It is non.poisonous, perfectly harmless, does not stîtin the
fingers, does not discolor or deteriorate when exposed to the
air iu a tray or graduate, always keeps clear, will keep mlixed
in a well-stoppered bottle ready for use for over a month,
and acts so qnickly and powerfully that the ordinary expo-
sures given for pyro development may, it is said, be reduced
one-haîf. But its pre-eminent qnality, in addition to its
great redncing power, is that it does not stain the film iu
the least, even after repeated use, and bence a given quan-
tity of solution may be used over and over again, until its
developing power cesses.

The stainlesa nature of the developer adapta it admirably
for the production of line work negatives on dry plates, for

the development of lantern slides, and for positive prints on
gelatino-bromide paper or porcelain. So satisfactory is its
working on paper that we have substituted it for the ferrons
oxalate developer. Its particular menit is that every copy
on paper is beautifully clear in the high lights, which is

a point of great importance in making bromide enlarge-
ments.

For sbortly exposed plates and bromide paper the following
formula for a one-solution developer works well:

Sulphite sodium C. P.................. 2 oz.
Carbonate of potash....................i1 c

Distilled, melted ice, or ramn water. 30 di

Eikonogen ........................... i1t

Dissolve in the order uamed. Eikonogen is perhaps ten

times less soluble than pyro. We tried to dissolve the ounce
in 10 sud 20 ounces of distilled water, but without success.
lu using this developer it is advised that from six to eight
drops of the following accelerating solution be added

ilyposulphite of soda .................. 60 gr.
Bromide of sodium................... 360 fi
Water.............................. 8 oz.

We siniply added three or four grains of bromide of potas.

sium to five ounces of the developer and obtained good
resuits.

It is uot necessary to mix the carbonate of potash to form
one solution. It may be kept separate and dissolved in cou-
centrated form in the proportion of 160 grains ti the ounce
of waiter. Taking five ounces of the suiphite and eikonogen

solution and adding thereto from 1 to j a drachm of the
potash solution, as a developer will bring out an ordinarily
well-exposed plate as rapidly as if a strong pyro and potash
solution were employed. After the image is well ont and
there are some details in the shadows that do not appear, it
is only necessary to add a drachm of the potash solution to
the developer to easily bring them out. There is no foggiug
of the film whatever by the developer. Hence though the
image may appear suddenly and be well developed within a
minute after the developer is applied. one need not fear to
leave it on long enough to acquire sufficient density. Il the
developer operates too fast, it may be improved by diluting
with water and adding a few grains of bromide of potassium.
Or the developer may be poured off and a weak bromide of
potassium salution be pnured on. A developer for lantern
slides need not be as strong in eikonogen as for negatives.
We recommend the following proportions

Sulphite sodiumn C. P .......... ....... 10 gr.
Carbonate of potash ....... @............2 si

Eikonogen ............. ............. 5 di

Water (distilled or ramn water) ........... i1 oz.

The above may be used as one solution, and will develop a
number of lanteru slides. As soon as it begins to work slow,
2 or 3 grains of carbonate of potasb added will accelerate it.
The high lights will be absolutely clear, while the black por-
tions will not be too dense for the lantern. The tone is
bluish black.

Bikonogen and Soda Developer.

A.

Sodium sulphite (crystals C. P.)......4 oz.
Distilled water................... 60"
Eikonogen................2

B.

Sodium carbonate (erystals) ............. 3 oz.
Distilled water .............. 0....... 20 Il

Dissolve iu order named. A developer is made by adding
to 3 oz. of A, 1 oz. of B.

Single solution, Bikonogen asnd Soda Developer.

Sodium sulphite (crystals C. P.) ......... 4 oz.
Sodium carbonate.......... o........... 3 id

Distilled water...................... 80 d
Eikouogen ........................... i16

Dissolve in the order named. Add a few drops of the hypo
solution during development. Ail of the formulas are based
ou 437J grains to the ounce.

The usual alum and fixing baths may be employed.
We notice that the developer permeates the film more

eveuly and rapidly than with pyro, and acts with an energy
which is astonisbiug. Fur under-exposed or instantaneonsly
exposed plates it is especially adapted, and will make thd pro-
duction of such pictures a pleasure.

We bave developed in seven ounces of solution twelve 10
by 12 plates in succession, without replenishiug it. Afier
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four plates have beau developed, the solution should b. fil-
tér.d te eliminate the floating partioles of gelatine that b.-
orne detached during developesent. The color becoines
yellow when it in exhauated. It àa probably unnecessary te

rock the tray. We are glad to know that eikonogen ln te
be supplied to the trade here in large quantities. As &
universal developer for dry plates, it stands at tih. head.-
scientific Amewrican.

FIG. 1.

THE TERRESTRIAL GLOBE AT THE PARIS

EXHIBITION.

Sorne time before the. opeming of the. Paris Exhibition it wau
announced that one cf the attractions of the show would b. a
great terrestrial globe, one-millionth of the. actuel size of the
eerth. This globe is now exhibited, in a building specially
erect..d, near the Eliffel Tower, for the. purpose,, and,,It excites
the wsrmeet intereet among ail visitors who have devoted the
slightest attention to, geographical science. It wau designed
by MM. Villard and Cotard, and these gentlemen, who have
received. many congratulations on their success, have lately
issued, an account of the manner in which their project has
been realzed.

Mapa on a plane surface give, cf course, a very inadequate
impression cf the real appearance of our planet ; and ordinary
globes are toc small te, indicate, even vaguely, the. extent cf
the. "oue represented on theni. Tii. idea of making a globe
one-mülionth of the size of the earth deservea, therefore, te b.
describ.d a a Ilhappy tiiought," for although the. meaning cf

a million may not be fully appreciated, it in not absolutely
inaccessible to the human mind. When we see a place or a
district marked on a globe, and learn that the reality in a
million times larger, the. proportions are impressively suggested,
with at lesat some approach to accuracy.

The diameter of the globe constructed by MM. Villard and
Cotard in 12-73 metres. It has a oircumferetice of 40 metres,
and a miîlimetre of its surface represents a kilometre. The
globe consista of an iron framework made chiefly of meridians
united to a central core. This structure is carried by a pivot
resting on un iron support. To the meridians pieces of wood
are attached, and on these are fixed the panels composing the:
surface of the globe. These panels are made of sheets of card *-
board bent by hand te, the. required spherical. shape, and oov.
ered with plaster speoially hardened. Fig. 1* shows how they
are applied to the underlying structure. The total surface is
dîvided inte forty spindle-shaped spaces, the. breadth of each

»We are indebted tu the editor of La Nature for the figures hers
reproduced.
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cf whieh. at the equator la îxactly oui mitre. Bach "4spindie"
in itsilf subdivided, so that there are 600 panels of
varions dimensions. Thé designa are painted on thé panels
befori thiy are put in their place, in order that the globe mayr
ultlrnately hi issily dismantled and removid.

The idilIce lu which the globe i. mhowu hau a metallia
framework forrning a capela. It la lighted frorn above, aDd
by thé grit glace frumes of the idis. Prom a *tirraci or
umrrow foot-bridge at the upper part the visiter eau sei the
polar snd temperate regions of the northern herniapheri. As
hi descends, he is able te sec ini succession mll the regions &f
the globe te the south. poli. At the botten 'hi cornes to the
support of the globe with the appiratu for puttiug it in mo-
tion (1'ig. 2).

,Evin the loftiest moutalus, if shown in relief, could only
havi bien represented, by elevations a few millirnitres in
height. Conscqueutly the various mountain ranges have been

paluted on the surfae. Thé varions depths of the océan are
indicsted in a sminlar manner.

To facilitate the study of the globe, it ha. been mounted wxth
its axis vertical, and it rnay b. turned upon the pivot which,
cardes it. If its rotation were made to equal thst of the earth,
at ita equator, a point of its surface would move at the rate ef
half amillirnetre inthi second. This moveinent would scmrcely
be visible, but it would, of course, repreaent an actual move.
ment of the earth over hall a kilometre in the marne Urne.

A figure of the moon, corresponding te this one of thé earth,
would have a diarneter of 3-50 mitres, aud woùld hi 884
mitres distant Â like figure of thé sun wonld have a dia-
rneter of 1,400 mitres, and hi distant about 160 kilornetris.
The diameter of a globe representing Jupiter on the sme mcmli
would be one-haîf, that of a globe representing Saturu on the
sme mcli would hi a littie more than one-third, of the height
of the Ejiffel Tower.
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This is -lot the first occasion on which an attempt has been
made to suggest by means of a great globe the size of the
earth, and the extent of its oceans and land-masses. The
globe of the Château of Marly, which is still to be seen in the
National Library of Paris, excited nuch admiration in the age
of Louis XIV., but it has only a diameter of about 5 metres,
and is much less effective for its purpose than its successor in
the Paris Exhibition.

It is significant of the present stage of our knowledge of the
interior of Africa that the makers of the globe, in preparing
their maps, had twice to alter their representation of that con-
tinert in order to indicate the results of the most recent
geographical discoveries.--Nature.

THE REMOVAL OF ROOF WATER FROM BUILDINGS.

BY DWIGHT PORTER, PH. B., OF THE MASSACHUSETrS
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON.

In most cases roof water will soon take itself off without
assistance, but its manner of doing this, and the final dis-
posal thus made of the water, are not always satisfactory.
Dripping eaves projecting over city sidewalks would be an in-
tolerable nuisance ; and whether in city or in country, rain
water allowed to fall freely from the roof to the ground next
the building tends to dampen the cellar, foundations and
walls, and thereby to injure the health of inmates of the build-
ing, as well as to harm the structure itself and property con.
tained withir. It therefore becomes essential to direct the
course of water falling upon the roof, and to convey it away
to a proper point of discharge. To effect these purposes
varions arrangements have been employed, some of which
will be inentioned.

For directing the course of the water, as it is received upon
the roof, to a suitable point of discharge, we have gutters. On
old-fashioned country houses these were often made from a
log of moderate diameter, sawed lengthwise, gouged ont, and
supported by hooka or brackets under the eaves. In modern
construction the gutter is very commonly made angular in
cross section, forned upon a wooden cornice, with a protect-
ing sheathing of tin, galvanized iron, or copper. Half round
or angular gutters of these metals are also used hung at the
eaves.

Leaders, conductors, or rain spouts, as they are variously
termed, receive the discharge from the gutters, and, descending
toward the ground, convey the water a stage farther in its
journey. The problems connected with rain leaders are not
very intricate, but yet they have not always been well solved.
It is not a difficult matter to arrange a few leaders for receiv.
ing the roof water of a building ; but from mistaken economy,
or froni lack of knowledge or of forethought in the matter,
they often prove inefficient when most needed, and are a con-
stant source of trouble and expense.

Their size, which is commonly determined by experience
and judgment, and not by calculation, ranges in diameter
fron two to six inches. Two-inch pipes are too small to
serve to advantage as main leaders on almost any building,
being easily choked. Three-inch and four-inch pipes are suit-
able and common sizes for ordinary dwellings and small com.
mercial buildings. The five-inch and six-inch sizes find em-
ployment on large structures.

The Produce Exchange building, in New York city, with
a roof area of three-quarters of an acre, roughly speaking,
has twelve leaders, of about five inches diameter. The roof,
which is paved with fire bricks, is graded with slopes of per-

haps one in fifty toward the points at which the leader open.
ings are placed, most of these draining surfaces being about
40 to 70 feet each. The provision here made is equivalent to
about one square inch of leader opening to 140 square feet of
roof surface. On the Sloane building, at Ninet'enth Street
and Broadway, with a roof area of 18,000 or 20,000 square
feet sloping 1 in 25, there are two leaders of about six inches
diameter and a third rectangular, four inches by six inches.
This gives an allowance of 240 square feet of surface to the
square inch of leader opening; while on the Massachusetts
Hospital Life Insurance Co.'s building, and the Hemenway
building, in Boston, the proportion is only from 60 to 70
square feet to the square inch of opening :-

Produce Exchange
Building, New
York..... ...........

Sloane Building, New
York.................

Mass. Hospital Inn.
Co.'s Building, Bos-
ton ..................

Hemenway Building,
Boston..............

Approximate
Roof

Surface.

Approxi-
mate Sur-
face par
sq. in. of
leader

Opening.

33,000 sq. ft. 140 sq. ft. T w e1v e 5-inch
1 1 leaders.

19,000 "'

6,000 '

4,000 "

240 "

70 "

60 ''

Two 6-inch lead-
ers, and one 4
x 6 inch.

Seven 4-inch
leaders.

Five 4-inoh lead-
ers.

Whether a roof slope steeply or gently, there is a certain
amount of water falling per second or per minute in storms,
which must be removed ; but I have learned of no generally
recognized rule among architects as to the leader provision
which should be made for it.

A vertical rain leader does not, of course, run full bore,
even in the hardest storms, and yet, if carried down from the
roof with its course unbroken by sharp bends, and if given a
suitable opening at the top, there is probably little danger of
its proving inadequate. It is very common, however, to in-
troduce abrupt changes of direction to suit peculiarities of
architecture, by which the carrying capacity of the pipe is
curtailed, and the liability of choking by leaves, rubbish, and
ice is greatly increased. On a business block on Sudbury
Street in Boston, may be seen a rain leader which within a
few feet of the point of leaving the gutter makes four abrupt
and nearly right-angled changes of direction. It will fre-
quently be noticed on buildings, also, that the immediate
connection between the gutter and a 4-inch leader of ample
capacity is effected by a very much smaller pipe of lead.

In connection with important buildings there is perhaps
more need of caution in designing the drain of suitable size
than in fixing upon the size of leaders. Formerly house
drains were made entirely too large-an error which has come
to be recognised, and has led to the practice of using compara-
tively small sizes. These are advantageous for procuring an
effective scour of the pipes by the slight flow of ordinary house
drainage, but have in numerous instances proved practically
insufficient for managing the volume of water furnished by
heavy storms, which is doubtless often hundreds of times as
great as that coming from interior bouse drainage. lu the
Sloane building, to which reference has already been made, I
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am informed that it was found necessary, on this account, to
enlarge the main drain from 8 inches diameter to 10 inches,
considerable damage having been suffered, two or three
summers ago, from a flood of rain water during a severe
storm.

A practical difficulty connected with the delivery of roof
water to the house drain has also been experienced under cer-
tain circumstances, in the apparent carrying along by friction,
and imprisonment, of a large amount of air by the descend-
ing column of water, and a consequent pressure upon the
trape of connecting pipes, and even a serious interference with
the flow in the main drain itself, unless relieved by ample
venting. Au instance was mentioned to the writer by John
C. Collins, Chief Inspector of Plumbing for the New York
Board of Health, in which very considerable injury to pro-
perty resulted in this way, the rain water bursting out near
the bottùm of a leader and flooding the basement of a build-
ing. The leader ran down the rear of the building, the main
part of galvanized iron, succeeded near the bottomi by a cast-
iron shoe connecting with the drain. In the drain was a run-
ning trap near the foot of the leader, and another near the
front of the building. Two stacks of waste pipe and a stack
of soil pipe joined the drain between the traps, and there was
near the front of the building the usual four-inch fresh air
inlet. Still, the five-inch drain appeared incapable of serving
the leader in heavy rains, and water would back up 10 or 12
feet high in the leader and overflow at the top of the cast-iron
shoe. That the trouble was due to the interference of im-
prisoned air was indicated by the fact that it was partly
relieved by inserting a two-inch air vent between the leader
and the first trap, and entirely overcome by a three-inch
vent.

Now and then we find the roof water carried to the street
sewer in an independent lineof pipe, but the usual, and what
is generally considered the preferable, practice is to conduct
it directly into the house drain, sometimes at the back end,
sometimes at the front, just inside the main trap, and again
at both these or at intermediate points, according to circum-
stances.

On a large proportion of city.buildings the rain leaders run
down the outside of the walls, but yet in a considerable num-
ber they are carried down within the walls, in which case it
is evidently desirable that the sanie care should be taken to
prevent the escape of drain or sewer air through defective
material and joints that would be taken with stacks of soil
or waste pipe, consequently we find in the public regulations
in force in large cities, requirements that the leaders shall
be constructed of iron (in New York copper may alao be used),
if carried within the walls. In New York city it is permitted
that leaders of iron or copper shall be without traps, unless
the top is near a window, in which case a trap Is required at
the base. In Boston, however, all leaders must be trapped
in new construction.

The troubles encountered in the practical service of leaders
and gutters are occasioned in part by their becouiing choked
with leaves or rubbish, but principally by their being clogged
and burst by accumulations of ice in wintor. Leaves and rab-
bish may be largely excluded from leaders by the use of wire
strainers or iron gratings, though these of course do not pre-
vent accumulations outside and near the tops of the leaders.
In the midst of a large city, however, leaves are usually
strangers, and in a cold climate the trouble with gutters and
leaders comes from ice. It is very common to see a tin or a
galvanized iron leader brought from the roof down the face of
the building and terminating in an iron "pipe shoe," as it is

called. Such an arrangement will be found on the brick
blocks of tenement houses on Nashua and Billerica streeta,
for example, in Boston, and walking through these streets it
will be noticed that nearly every one of the cast.iron shoes
has been split by ice. Leaders often become incased in ice
to the size of a barrel, from top to bottomn, while from gutters
and eaves depend huge icicles which threaten the heads of
passers below.

These troubles from ice cannot in all cases be conveniently
and entirely avoided, but on important buildings it is perfectly
practicable to escape them by proper location of leaders and
gutters, by the use of pipes of suitable material and shape,
and by the supplementary employment, in some cases, of
steam.

On steeply pitched roofs, gutters are naturally found at the
eaves, either built ont or suspended, as has before been men-
tioned, with leaders running down on the face of the walls.
But large business blocks are now very commonly built with
tolerably flat roofs, a long slope from front to rear being suc-
ceeded by a short rise to the edge of the roof, the V-shaped
channel between the two slopes serving as an ample gutter.
Sometimes, indeed, as on the Morse and the Wilde estate
buildings, on Washington street, in Boston, the roof is given
a slope from both front and rear toward the centre, where the
gutter channel is thus formed. In either of these construc-
tions, the gutter being entirely upon the main part of the
roof, it is natural and easy to carry down the leader within
the building, and where this is doue, little or no difficulty is
experienced from ice. Rain, snow, and ice then take care of
themselves, and the heat of the building, supposing it to be
occupied, is found sufficient in this climate to prevent accumu-
lations within the leader.

As has already been said, the regulations in large cities
would prescribe for such cases iron or copper pipes, which
indeed would naturally be employed. The same materials
may be, and often are, utilized also for outside leaders, but
galvanized iron and tin are far more comumon. The choice of
material is important chiefly in connection with the lasting
qualities of the pipe ; the shape of the cross section, and the
mode of making the longitudinal seam, are important as re-
gards protection against bursting by ice.

In some parts of the country zinc was once almost exclusively
employed for leaders ; in other parts, tit. Tin pipes are still
perhaps the most commonly used, on the whole, of all kinds,
on account of cheapness in first cost ; but galvanized iron
pipes are considered superior, and being not greatly more
expensive than tin ara given the preference in good work.
Either material, however, is subject to gradual corrosion fron
the water which comes in contact with it, more rapid corro-
sion from the moist salt air along the coast, and still more rapid
corrosion from steam and from sewer air. In New York city,
for instance, there are many leaders having untrapped connec-
tion with drain or sewer, and these leaders, whether of tin or
of galvanized iron, are said to withstand corrosion generally
but a very few years.

There are two principal varieties of tin in use for roofing
and lea ler purposes. The old-fashioned or bright tin is
" black iron," as it is called, or more and more commonly at
the present time a mild steel, covered with a coating of pure
tin. The duli tin which is now largely made, has the coating
of tin with an admixture of lead. The bright tin, which
alone of these varieties is safe for culinary articles, and which
is often also supposed to be best suited to use on buildings, is
considered by many whose experience is of value to be inferior
for this purpose to a good dull or "leaded " tin. The latter

il
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material, when re.dipped in the. procesa of coating, reaints cor-,
rosion froin moist, and especially from malt air, much botter
than the. former.

The so.called galvanized iron in either black sheet iron cov-
ered directly with a coating, congisting chiefiy of zinc, or it
in shoot tin s0 covered, the iron in this case receiving a double
ooating.

Far superior to'oither tin or galvanized iron in copper, whioh
il practioally unaffected by the ordinary agents producing cor-
rosiou of roof coverings and leaders. It has been very con-
siderably employed in first-clas work, but its coat is at pro.
sont a serions bar to extensive use. Galvanized iron leaders
coat perhaps twsnty per cent more than tin leaders of tie
saine ase. Two or tbree years ago, before the rise in copper,
leaders of the latter material cost approximately haif as much
again as those of galvanized iron, but I amn informed that
they now (Septernber, 1888) coat about two and one-third times
as much as the galvanized iron.

Copper leaders are made of ail shapes and sises used for
other materials. Hot rolled *copper wus the variety formerly
ensployed on buildings, but prejndice was aroused against it
becanse of its softness and the ease with whicb it loses its
shape. Cold.rolled copper, which is now ntilized in good
work, in harder and stiffer, and if selected of a grade weigbing
18 or 20 ounces per square foot, ia found to be a superior and
satiafactory material. Copper expauds and contracte under
changes of temperaturo much more than iron, aud allowance
often bas te b. made for this when the metal is used ini con-
struction. In a long vertical rain leader of copper, provision
for change of lengtb is often made by introducing one or more
slip joints, at which thore in a lap of penliaps thbree luches,
and at whicb solder in omitted. The slip joint of course
offers some opportunity for the. escape of sewer air, if that is
allowed te enter the leader; but if well made, the joint is
claimed to be soon rendered fairly tight by a slight coating
wbich forms on the motal. The protection afforded to tin
and galvanized iron pipes by their distinctive coatinge may
b. further increasod by coating with tir and asphaît or by
,une of the adamanta or other caveringa.

But while a suitablo material ig essential to the endurance
cf the pipe against corrosion, its protection against bursting
*by ice ia to b. obtained partly by the mode of joining the
material, but chiefly by the shape given the. pipe in cross
section. The common tin pipe is made in short lengths
soldered together at the transverse joints, each leugtb having
a straight longitudinal seam, whicb is either a soldered lap
joint or a siuiple locked joint. The lap joint i.s not so strong
as tho rest of the pipe, and under the great expansive pres-
sure of ice is opened. Whatever, thon, tends to strengthen
the longitudinal jointing of the pipe gives greater resistance
against moderato ice pressure, altbough no plain pipe of ordi-
ns.ry tbickness is proof against rupture by ice. The. locked
joint is an improvement upon the plain soldered la- joint,
and is used for galvanized hron and copper as well as for tin.
The plain îap joint can be strengthened by riveting, and 1
have seen copper leaders made with a straight soldered and
riveted seam which is claimed to be stronger than thie main
body of the pipe, the latter 3ýieldiug first to ice. Galvanized
bron leaders are also made wîth a patented spiral and riveted
seam, which rendors them very strong.

Economy of matonial for a given cross section of 'pipe de-
mands the tue of a plain circular form ; but it la evident that
no shape would be more nnyielding against the expansive
power of ice, and in order to accommodate the latter and
prevent rupture, the expedieut of a fiated or corrugated pipe
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was bit upon some fifteen or twentv years *go, and pat-
ented. This forma of pipe has been very oxtenstvely used and
appears. to have been generally satisfactory id 'resisting ice,
readily cbanging its shape under pressure. Tin, galvanlzed
iron, and copper pipes are ail te hoe had of the corrugated
forin, being usnaily circuler in general shape, but often made
rectangular as being more ornamental. A good corrugated
copper pipe would appear. aIl things considered, to be the. bout
available construction. The patent upon corrugated pip.a
expired a year or two since and they are now manufactured
by a number of compoting firme.

Even if a leader pipe b. nsed whicb will not ho ruptured,
it is, if exposed, hiable to become so cbocked with ice as to ho
unable to carry off water, and the saine tbing also happens kme
the case of gutters. Hence, in a climats as cold a that o f
Boston, resort is frequeritly had to the use of steain, not no
much, however, for the purpoao of proventing the formation
of ice in freezing weathqr as te, clear a passage for the water
when a thaw cornes on. Most large buildings at the proeut
time have a supply of steam, either for heating or for power,
whicb cau without much difficulty ho drawu upon dnning
the day time for use in the way that han been rntion.d.

The mont common method of usiug steain for thawing ont
leaders, in te introduce a sall jet from perbsps a #-inch or a
J-inch pipe at the base, and aLlow the. steam te ruse np through
the leader. This plan is followed at the Wakefield building,
on Canal streot, in Boston ; and as a precantion steamin thus
at turnes 'introduced also iute the base of an iron leader iià
thA Wilde estate building. At the Sloaue building, in New
York, tii. saine plan bas been successfally tried, but bas prac-
tically been 8uperseded by allowing hot water to drip into the
tops of the leaders. Wasto steam frein the heating aud eleva-
tor systeins passes into suisil drntn-shaped condensers on the.
rocof, aud the hot water of condensation is conducted through
drip pipes te the leaders. The. olimato of New York city in
so much milder than that of B9steu that comparatively little
trouble from ice is experienced 1; and the common practice of
an untrapped connection witb .'drains aud sewers, tho air of
whicb la warm, tends to prevont serions accumulations withi>
the leaders.

Another xuetbod wbicb la .sometimea, but las commonl,
used, is to carry up a stoam pipe through the. interior of the.
leader. At the Chenoy building lu Hlartford, Coun., a î-iuch
steain pipe la tins employed.

This pipe baà an mron cap a foot or so, above the roof, the
cap beiug perforated by a small bole to permit somo circula-
tion of stoam, but the bole quickly hocoines stepped by mast.
The condensation of steam witbin the pipe, sud the freezing
of the. water tins formed, bas uplit the pipe at varions points ;
but the steam escapes all the more readily in consequeuce,
and tho arrangement la eutirely successful in clearing out the
leaders.

Even if the leaders are kopt open, the gutters are very
likely te hocome clogged with ice, sud thon fail to, perform
their duty. Attempte bave therefore beon made te clear ti..
also by the aid of steain, and on the. Studio and Museum
buildings iL Boston may b. seon arrangements of stearu pipes
for tuis purpose. The. gutters are of the common half-round.
metallic type, projecting ont frein the edge of tiie roof, the.
steam 'Pipes extending along over the centre of tbo gutters
and about on a level with the tep. On the Studio building
the pipes are pierced beneath witb sinaîl bobes at intervals ef
say six luches, witb the object of directiug downward into,
the ice of the. gutter a guet, many sinsil jets of stesin. Tià
devîce la not satlafaotory, howover. A, bols i. ineltod in the
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ice by eu.h jet, but ridges are left between the adjacent hales
that have to be chopped away. Water also entera froinI
the gutters into the steamn pipe, freezea there, and burats tble
pipe.

It seems probable that if steain pipes are to b. used. in
gutters, they shonld either b. arranged with jeta closer to-
gether than in the case juat mentioned, and perhaps direeted
obliquely into the gutter; or they shaould b. tight pipes laid
on the bottom, of the gutters, with a circulation of steamn as-
sured, by an opening at the end or by a properly arranged
returu pipe, and with sufficient grade no that the water of
condensation may readily fiow off.

On the Wakefield building, and to, somne extent on the
Studio building, steam is bronght on ta the roof fromn the
neareat convenient point in a home, and that way directed at
will upon the ice in the gutters. In the latter building the
steain employed is that used for heating, in at a pressure of
six or eight pounds only, and is found not very efficient in
cutting out ice; but on the Wakefield building the steam is
that used for power, la delivered under a pressure of fifty or
seventy.five pounds, and is considered very satisfactory in
cleaning the gutters.

lu conclusion, it may b. said that in the cas of large
buildings, at lesat, it is possible by soine of the methoda that
have been poiuted ont ta avoid all inconvenience from roof
water, fromn whatever source ; Ând on private buildings, if
the water is brought down from the roof in a vertical and un-
broken descent, and a corrugated pipe in used, there will be
but little trouble.

ln moat cities the destination of the water, whether it be
directly discharged ino the hanse drain or into the street
gutter, must quickly be the public sewers. To what extent,
if at ail this water shail be excluded fromn the sewer8 which
convey the other houe drainage, is a question of importance
in certain cities, but ita discussion need not b. entered upon
here.- The Manufacturer and Builder.

"GEWERBE SOHULEN "-TRADE SCHOOLS.

BY DR. L. B. KLRMM, PRINOIPÂL OF TECHINICÂL SCROOL,
CI1NCINNATI, 0.

There is a vital difference between the trade schools in
Europe snd those in New York. Nowhere in Europe did I
find plumbers', stone-masonsi', bricklayera', and similar shopa
in which actual work was done ; but the trade sehools there
are sehools of desigun-dranghting sehools. The pupile get
their theoretical knowledge in sehool, and do the practical
wcrk in their own home shape. When a pupil bringa fiuished
piecea of work te, 8chool, they are oriticised and made the
bauis of new plana, but the technique of the trades-the tricks
of the trades, so te apeak-are not considered sa much as their
principles.

Among the mauy souvenirs of my extended jouruey through
the Enropean sehoola, I have a number of drawings furnished
by the pupils of a trade school in Southern Germany. Thé
clams I saw at work waa a clam of stone.masons. Âll the
members of the clam were apprentie. in sème shape, and
attended school iu the evening. Here they studied the
theoretical parts of their trade, by exanlining drawings, plana
and sketches, and by reproducing thein on an eularged
scale.

1 can in no botter way show what la don. in that sohool
than by reproducing two exercises don. in my presence. One
ad was told te, produce thre. drawings cf front stop-&

FiG. 2.

graund plan, a front view, and a vertical section. Ânother
te draw the details of segmental arches for doors and Windows,
showing in a front view the general setting of the atone arches,
in a vertical section their ver tical placement, and in a h>ri-
zoutal eut their proper basis.

The sketches which are here reproduced on a amalfler soâle,
are interestiug, inasmuch as they show what cleou ideas the
boys had in their minds, and how well they muet -have stndled
similar lousons. It does not ueed great penetration t, me
at once, that a young man who eau thus plan a pies. cf work,
la mlot apt te sink ta the level of the hnmdrum laborer who
works for so mnch a day, but, on the contrary will acon be
fonnd among the foreinen, auperintendents, masters, e. In
fine, he will represent thlnking labor, whieh slways and every-
where commande its owu price.-TA4 Mfaufciurr asd
Bts:ld4r.
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TEXTuBOOKS FOR STUDENTS.
BALFOUR. A Treatise on Comparative Embryology. By F. M. Balfour, M.A., F.R.S., Fellow and Lecturer

of Trinity College, Cambridge. With Illustrations. Second Edition, reprinted without alteration from the First Edition.

In 2 vols., Svo. Vol. 1., $4.50 ; Vol. Il., $5.25.

COTTERILL. Applled Mechanios: An Elemefltary Ceneral Introduction to the Theory of Structures
and Machines. By James H. Cotterili, F.ILS., Associate Member of the Council of the Institution of Naval Architecte,

Associate Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Professor of Applied Mechanics in the Royal Naval College,

Greenwich. Medium 8vo. $5.00.

DANIELL. A Text-Book of the Principles of Physlos. By Alfred Daniell, M.A., LL.B., D.Sc., F.R.S.E.,
late Lecturer on Physics in the School of Medicine, Edinburgh. With Illustrations. Second Edition, revised and

enlarged. Medium 8vo. $3.50.
"'Prof. Daniell's book je unquestionably the best elementary text-book for advanced students that bas as yet appeared in the English

language, and wbile written especially with the view of adoption in medical colleges, is a valuable book to any school aimng to present the
subjeot in a scientific and philosophical manner."-lhe Chicago 7rilbune.

FOSTER. A Text-Book of Physlology. By Michael Foster, M.D., Sec. R.S., Professor of Physiology in the University

of Cambridge. With Illustrations. Fourth Edition, revised. Svo. $5.50.

CAMCEE. A Text-Book of the Physlological Chemistry of the Animal Body. Including an Accounit of
the Chemical Changes occurring in Disease. By A. Gamgee, M.D., F.R.S., Professer of Physiology in the Victoria Univer-

eity, the Owens College, Manchester. 2 vols., 8vo , with Illustrations. Vol. 1., $4.50. [ Vol. I. in~ the Press.]

CECEMBAUR. Elements of Comparative Anatomy. By Professor Carl Gegenbaur. A Translation by F.

Jeffrey Bell, B.A. Revised, with Preface by Professor E. Riay Lancaster, F.R.S. With numerous Illustrations. 8vo.

$5.50.

CEIKIE. Class-Book of Ceology. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D., F.RLS. Profusely illustrated with woodcuts.

l2mo. $2.60.

"We have no besitation in deelaring the book an excellent one, containing exactly sncb material as renders it espeoially fitted for
instruction. More than that. to the person with no geological turn of mind, the wbole niatter is so well combiued, and the explanation so
simple.tabyraighevlm.atr'acinn tbe past, as in the present, can be better understood; . .will awaken on the

profthe student curiosity and intereqt, for at once it eau be seen how observation, generalization, aud induotion go baud iu baud in the
progfress of scientiflo researcb."-Neic York Timea.

CEIKIE. Text-Book of Ceology. With Illustrations. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo. $7.50.

"'A noble and masterly work."-Chrigtian Advocate.
'In ail respects a comprehensive and exhaustive text-book of geology ; discusses every phase of the science in the light of the latest

researches and opinions, and is at once acceptable to tbe student and general reader."-Phi<,delphia Timeg.

MUIR. The Elements of Thermal Chemistry. By M. M. Pattison Muir, M.A., F.R.S.E., Fellow and Proelector

of Chemistry in Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge ; assistcd by David Muir Wilson. 8vo. $3.25.

MÜLLER. The Fertllizatloi' of Flowers. By Professor Hermann Miiller. Translated and Edited by D'arcy W.

Thompson, B.A., Professor of Biology in University College, Dundee. With a Preface by Charles Darwin, F.R.S. With

numerous Illustrations. Medium 8vo. 85.00.n

PHILLIPS. A Treatise on Ore Deposits. By J. Arthur Phillips, F.R.S., V.P.G.S., F.C.S., M. meit. C.E.,

Ancien Elève de l'Ecole des Mines, Paris, Author of " A Manual of Metallurgy," " The Mining and Metallurgy of Gold and

Silver," etc. With numerous Illustrations. 8vo. $7.50.

"«u cnlosing Mr. Phillips's volume we maLy congratulate hlm on having enricbed our scientiflo literature witb a contribution of

substantial value, wbich will probably remain for many a day a standard work of reference on its peculiar subject. Nor will its use be
limited to English students, for the autbor's wide knowledge of American ore deposits will probably reuder bis book equally acceptable on
the otber side of the Atlan tic. "-London Acedemy.

SMITH. A Dlctlonary of Economia Plants: Their Hlstory, Produats, and Uses. By Johun Smith,
A.IJ S., etc. 8vo. 83.50.

VINES. Lectures on the Physlology of Plants. By Sydney H-. Vines, M.A., F.R.S. 8vo. With numerous

Illustrations. 85.00.

WIEDERSHEIM. Elements of the Comparative Anatomy cf Vertebrates. Adapted from the Gerroan

of Robert Wiedersheim. By W. Newton Parker. With additions. Illustrated with 270 woodcuts. Svo. 83.00.

ZIECLER. Text-Book c f Pathological AnatomY and Patho-Cenesis. By Professor Ernst Ziegler, of

Tiibingen. Translated and Edited for English Students by Donald Macalister, M.A., M.D., B.Sc., F.R C.P., Fellow and

Medical Lecturer of St. John's College, Cambridge, Physiciali to Addenbrooke's Hospital, and Teacher of Medicine iu the

University. With numerous Illustrations. Medium Svo.

Pa~rt L. GENERAL PATIIOLO6!ICAL ANA TOM'Y. 83-50.
Part Il. SPECIAL PATHOLOGICAL ANA TOMY. Sectionls 1.-VIII. 83.50.
Part III. Sections IX.-XII. $3.50.

Macmilanl & Oo.,s ne«w complete Classifled Catalogue will be sent free, by mai, to any
address on application.

MACOMILLA N &~ CO., 112 Fourth A venue, New York.
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